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Downtown postal service
moves closer to being reality
Downtown merchants' desire
for postal service located in their
business area may be a bit closer
to reality.
Several merchants met this
morning at the Bank of Murray
with Jim Gard, managerpostmaster of the Management
Sectional Center, Evansville, Ind.,
which controls a district of 23
western Kentucky counties and
five in the Evansville area.

32
tip

Gard said setting up a contract
station in . downtown Murray
would be a feasible alternative to

the current situation. The station
would be a retail operation,
receiving parcels and other mail
and selling stamps, but would not
be a delivery type operation, in
the sense of a regular post office.
This is different from the sort of
postal annex for which some
members of the community requested consideration. However,
Gard said a full-operation annex
would not be economically
reasonable for a town the size of
Murray.
Those attending the meeting expressed pleasure with the sug-

gested alternative, which they felt
would help relieve some of their
current postal difficulties.
Gard added that more parking
will soon be available at the Post
Office on Chestnut Street. He said
the parking problems there have
been recognized and steps are being taken to help the situation.
He said about 17 new spaces — a
70 percent parking increase — will
be available soon, as areas at the
side of the postal structure, behind
the gates, are being prepared for
customer use.

Reagan against weapon freeze plan
the Soviets "to join with us now to,
Hatfield and other proponents of
substantially reduce nuclear an immediate freeze reacted coolweapons and make an important ly.
"When he talks about the-Ruebreakthrongh for lasting peace...7_
_The_Kreadiay.cesponding-today --sians being able to absarh_ a.
mediate nuclear arms freeze by on Radio -Moscow, said, "The retaliatory strike, that indicates
saying it'would leave the United presideak_supported a speedier fantasyland thought or feeling,"
States dangerously behind the buildup or U.S. strategic ar- the Republican senator said.
Reagan threw his support to a
Soviet Union and prompt the maments,including new bombers
of
cut
ribbon
the
County
Chamber
Commerce,
Murray-Calloway
the
SNIP — Paul Kiesow, past president of
rival resolution, backed by a maKremlin to spurn real weapons and grhund- and lea-ba,sed
on The Commerce Centre Wednesday, officially dedicating the structure as the center for the chamber of
_
.
nuclear /33.44eS.
jority in the Senate,that would not
reductions-commerce, touriE.... .;- tamission, industrial four.-_I-Nan and economic development corporation. 'aking on
"Only when that- was come block- his plans to deploy new
Reagan,declaring in a nationalare (from left) Chuck Wynn, tourism commission chairman; Dan Miller, chamber director and coordinator
rt
band;;
missile
ly broadcast news -conference pleted, he said; would- his ad- strategic bombers, in
of the construction project; George Pavelonis, building designer; Max Hurt, president of the industrial founWednesday there could be no win- ministration begin talks with the submarines pending a
dation; and Dr. Marshall Gordon,chamber president.(See related photos and text on Page 8.)
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock
ner in a 'nuclear war, also invited Soviet Union on nuclear weapons. American accord on arinaleduc_
This proves President Reagan's lion.
_
Presidentthe
Salvador;
intention to break strategic parity
On El
and to achieve military superiori- said,.with a- iight-wing coalition
-the-Soviet-- Unirnt
parotttly--emerging in El
aP
tevn7ent said
any attempt to retreat
Salvador,
refornis there
current
-from
Reagaaaaid_ Wednesday night-the borderline people-Whole jots that the nuclear freeze propOsal "waiTi dlive us great dfffieulties"
cent ahtwatTa-Plemented Jan. 1, 16 percent.
. From Staff,AP Reports
are affected by the economy," he -by Sens. Mark Hatfield,I-Ore., in continuing support for the CenLocal governments in CampIt's not uncommon to hear peo— 1974, according to Jo Crass, city_
said. "It also can put the (intral American nation.
ple grumble abo_qtthe high cost of • clerk. The tax covers all types of bellsville and Mount Sterlin
;
e presi en , n his first public
surance .company a a isa
home and auto casualty insurance charge 12 percent; in a on,
insurance these day.
Mass., would maintain a "definite
on Sunday's elections in
comment
vantage."
Few realize that most insurance and excludes workmen's compen- percent, and in Burgin, Calhoun
favoring
superiority"
margin .of
country, said the
strife-torn
the
10
percent.
Thomas,
Fort
and
life
to
sation,
health
insurance,
and
a
subject
sold in Kentucky is
' Another.agent,--Tom- Rupert of - theSoViets.
that there
showed
really
"
voting
The local insurance tax
•
local tax that can raise the price of she added.-- ----InCrowell
and
Rupert, Hager
s one is a real desire for democracy
Seven percent of the miumiy col- generates needed revenue for surance Agency in Ashland, ”ad--- "The Soviets' great edge—i—
a premium as much as 16 percent.
cities, according to a spokesman thetax "can cause confusiotr:"
State law provides that the lected is placed in the city's
in ,- which they could absorb our there, and I am therefore going to
Last fiscal
retaliatorySiow
legislative body °read]city or ur- general fund' while the other two _ at Ashland City
-Earlier this month,--the state Inpens.
ban county government in Ken- percent goes to insurance coma year the tax raised nearly $1.2 _surance Department cracked
he said.
panics as compensation for collec- million for Ashland's government; down on fen-umber of companies
tucky can levy a tax on insurance.
There is no ceiling on this fee, tions. The tax money is not receiv- he said.
thet-hail not reported their local
"People are going to complain
which applies to health, auto, ed by local agents, Crass stressed.
collections to the state as rewhen they hear about this," said
Despite resulting in $240,000 for
homeowners and some life inquired by law,said Ms. Morris.
the spokesman, who asked not to
surance, said Diane Morris, depu- the city in 1981, the city clerk said
responded
be identified. "A lot of people ' The companies that
ty commissioner and general the tax has been a declining
of more
total
collective
a
paid
don't know (about the tax)."
counsel for the state Department source of revenue the past few
local
governments
than1250,000_to
"There are more this year,"
John _Fieltberger,'an agent for
years because there are fewer
of Insurance.
Calloway County Sheriff David
for failing to file, she said.
Salentine said,"and they're comState- Farm Insurance in
Around 150 municipalities in new homes and new automobiles.
Balentine •said persons owing
ing in a lot slower than usual."
"It's not clear whether thCY
While a few municipalities LnuisVille, said he thought the taxKentucky levy some amount of indelinquent taxes should pay
He added that many people procan cause problems for some peo- were collecting the tat or not,"
surance tax, she said. The law charge only 2.5 percent 61.- the
before April 15 to avoid being
bably received notices of delinshe said."They.were taken to task
permits each local government to premium price, many,ciferge 5 ple who are barely able to afford
charged an additional advertising
quent taxes because they were
for failing to file their local-tax ac- fee.
insurance.
percent or more and one of them
set its own tax rate.
for
unaware automobile and property
counting with us."
it
especially
hard,
makes
-It
"
•
charges
—
_of
peris
tax
iyt
Ashland
,
rate
nine
theMurray's
- A--list of the names of those with
outstanding taxes will be advertis- taxes- had been separated as two
ed around April 15-16,according to _different taxes.
•
Balentine said delinquent taxes
Balentine, and those_peod who'
have not paid by that date will be should be paid in the sheriff's of• - assessed an extra fee for the cost- lice in Calloway County Court
House.
of the advertising.
ing, criticized the new budget, Senate had its way, the surplus
By SY RAMSEY
ironed out bya.comiEittee from
would have been only $45 million.
both chambers) the General saying it calls for an.iricrease in
Associated Press Writer
Gov. John.Y. Brown Jr. has inspending by almost $24 million
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The —Assembly paced a budget which
that, since the current
sisted
year.
fiscal
amounts to 34:439 billion for the __next
biennial state budget took an odd
provides for hardly any
$251
a
for
calls
it
budget
said
Schmidt
the
in
session.
years.
two
1982
fiscal.
legislativa
the
next
turn in
million increase in taxes over the surplus,-the-state must build one
General Fund.
It was introduced very early and
Students were chosen by audi
next biennium, despite the. up to cope with unexpected state ••
Several Murray Middle School
That fund finances most state
was passed unusually late.
Democratic administration's revenue shortfalls or changes in and Calloway County Middle tion and will rehearse -We-A*8
services and operations. •
The budget, offered shortly
federar laws that would affect School will be among 120 per- with guest conductor Dr. Jon R.
The proposed budget Was lower claintof a "tight ship."
after the session started, was ap.
Woods, professor of music, Ohio
Rep. David Van Horn, D- Kentucky finances.
formers from 14 schools in the Ilth
for both years in the.Senate verproved shortly before the
University.
reason
the
joked
that
Lexington,
sion, but all were within $20
legislature adjourned until April
There was no provision for spen- Annual All-First District Junior State
selections include "Inmillion
$1.8
kept
the
Musical
has
Brown
p.m.
Saturday
7
other.
at
to
each
Band
concert
session
of
final
three-day
million
13 for a
ding of_ the surplus by the govervicta," by James Swearingen;
The administration of Gov. John Sikorsky helicopter in the neW. nor in either the Senate or House at Lovett Auditorium.
-be*Voted to-deciding whether to
"Cavita," by W. Francis McBeth;
Y. Brown Jr. presented the pro- budget is "because we passed-the budget versions.
override gubernatorial vetoes.
• Band members from Murray in- "Real People. (March)," Ralph
posal in the first weeks of the ses- truck tax and he's afraid the
The House passed the measure
An argument ensued a decade clude Crissy Wolf, flute; Becky
Gingery; "Romanesque," ( unsion and said it was one- of the truckers will force him off the
81-14 Wednesday night 'after the
Wolf, clarinet; Lisa Shoemaker, published piece still in manuscript
over whether a governor or
ago
road."
earliest in any session.
Senate approved 28-6.
clarinet;
by James Swearingen; selections
As finally passed, the judicial legislature had the power to clarinet; Carla Jackson,
In effect, it called for the same
State spending in the next two
clarinet;
--bass
McClain,
Melanie
funds,
surplus
to
how
spend
decide
next
"Chorus Line," and a
for
$55.5
million
is
from
budget
in
enacted
$5
budget
nearly
total
the
as
will
spending
fiscal years
Laura Celia, tram pet; Kelly
patriotic finish of "When Johnny
fiscal year ad $59 million for the and that was resolved in favor of
the 1980 session.
billion, not including several
Cathey, trumpet; Nancy Smith, Comes Marching Home," "Glory,
the executive branch.
But after the midway point, following.
billion dollars which the federal
horn; Christy Snow,french
french
The
the
faced
situation
in
past
Glory, Halleluiah" and
The legislative budget is $12.3
Brown proposed raising about
government is expected to provide
horn; and Michelle Garland, tim- "America."
in
was
two
the
years
addressed
$15
and
year
next
for
million
the
$200 million more for both
in the next biennium.
pani.
new budget.
Paul Blackburn is band director
million for the following year.
General Fund and Transportation
The administration's budget
the
keeps
secretary
finance
or
fund
The
Murray Middle. Neil Casey and
budget
reserve
trust
at
The
Fund, and much of the
Calloway students will be Mary
proposal was presented three
appropriations
chop
to
Heidlebaugh are dirctors
a
by
authority
out
finally
worked
Randy
as
surplus
flute,
was
time
began.
Lisa
thereafter
flute;
Maltby,
legislature's
Hansen,
session
days after the 1982
in event of a shortfall, except that
occupied with revising and ap- conference committee calls for
Laura Alton, flute; Michelle Ford, at Calloway County.
It was approved later than any
the cutback plan must have ap- clarinet; Teresa Storey, clarinet;
Sponsored by the middle school
proving conflicting proposals to $69 million in the next biennium.
similar document in modern Kenproval of the Legislative Research
band directors of the First District
The House version was almost
Rhett Matthews, alto saxophone;
get the extra funds.
tucky history-.
Commission.
Music Band Association. AdmisRep. Art Schmidt, R-Cold Spr- the same amount, but had the
Jeanna Thorn, trumpet; Marcia
After varying versions were-,
sion will be $2 for adults and $1 for
Ford, trombone; and Jennifer
students at the door.
Bell, percussion.
By BARRY_SCHWEIX1
Associated Press Writer r
WASHINGTON (AP),_ — Presi4aaan is_trying-to blunta

Insurance tax dechning revenue for c

•' .
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Sheriff urges payment
of delinquent taxes

State budget introduced early, passed late

Murray, Calloway students
to perform in district band
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Collins supporting Tenn-Tom request

waterway are open and approxKentucky IA Gov. Martha
Layne Collins was in Washington, imately 4.9 million bushels of
grain have been shipped on the
D.C. March 29 chairing the
waterway. "This unexpected earTennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
use of the Tenn-Tom indicates
ly
hearings
Development Authority
Worth in providing costits
Senate
and
House
the
before
nergy and Water Development_ efficient transportation of commodities.'
Appropriations Subcommittees.
Collins also said that if the TennGiving supporting testimony of
came to a halt now, only
$186
Tom
for
the 1983 budget request
-"out $6 million in annual benefits
million in appropriations to the
would be realized rather than the
waterway, Collins said, "Nearly
$151 million annually if
estimated
the
by
invested
be
will
$1.5 billion
an additional $530 million is inend of this fiscal year, at which
vested for the project's completime the project will be nearly 80
tion. She stated that there is "no
percent completed." She added
question that economics overthat over 130 miles of the 234-mile

yo•-•

whelmingly dictate completion of
the waterway."
A strong supporter of the
agricultural community, .Collins
noted the need for low-east, eft&
dent transportation at a time
when domestic markets and international trade Ike being lost to
foreign competitors. "This project
represents one of the principal
ways to increase productivity and
decrease the cost of goods, thus
retaining existing markets and
recovering lost ones."
Collins also said that U. S. coal
production is especially sensitive
to transportation costs, noting

that lack- of cheaper transportation rates is inhibiting some coal
producers from competing with
foreign producers.
Key industries in the waterway
region were recently polled, indicating that as much as 30 million
tons of potential commerce could
move on the waterway from those
industries alone. Governor Collins
submitted those responses as further evidence to keep the navigational features of the project on
schedule for completion in 1986.
The lieutenant governor has
served as a member of the waterway authority since 1980.

cloudy tonight

today's index

Sunny and warm today.
Highs in the low to mid 70s. Increasing cloudiness tonight. A
chance of showers and
thunderstorms developing
toward morning. Lows tonight
in the low to mid 50i. Very windy and warm _with
thunderstorms likely Friday.
Highs Friday in the upper 70s.
Saturday through Monday: A
chance of showers and
thunderstorms each day
through the period.
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Space Shuttle clean-up begins as astronaut,/ start.4

,

•

By STEVE BREWER
Associated Press Writer
WHITE SANDS MISSILE
RANGE, N.M. (AP) - Technicians hurried to ready the space
shuttle Columbia for its return
flight to Florida, while astronauts
Jack R. Lousma and C. Gordon
Fullerton started two weeks of
debriefings in Houston.
The shuttle, looking slightly
scorched and dirty from its successful eight-day mission, sat
Wednesday beneath giant cranes
that will lift it onto a modified
jumbo jet early next week for the
flight. Once it is returned to
Florida, special pains will be
taken to strengthen its heatresistent tiles.
The shuttle, which landed at this
supersecret base Tuesday, "appears in terrific condition," said
George Page, director of shuttle
operations. He said at least 38 of
the tiles that protect the craft

from intense heat on re-entry tant that the "turnaround" pro- non-critical tiles.
were lost during the flight.
cedure at Northrup run on
Columbia has made three of
"We're pretty confident at this schedule, Page said.
four test flights. After its final,teit
point that the damage we've found
Bob Dotts, NASA's manager in mission, the spacecraft- which is
from the missing tiles is pretty charge of the tiles, said the adher- launched like a rocket,and lands
much superficial," he said, but ing agent for the tiles in critical like an aitplani- will be ready to
added that a plan to prevent tile areas - generally the black fly loads for paying customers.
loss could delay Columbia's fourth underbelly and nose of the ship The third mission started with a
test mission, scheduled for June was strengthened after tiles were March 22 launch from Kennedy
27.
Space Center and was to have endlost on Columbia's first mission.
Once it is returned to Florida,
Because of the
‘loss of 38 or so ed Monday, but a sandstorm at
special pains will be taken to tiles this time, Dokts said NASA White Sands delayed the landing
strengthen its heat-resistent tiles.
had stepped up plans re-glue the until Tuesday.
Lousma and Fullerton had
counted 37 missing tiles - all in
non -critical areas of the
spacecraft - after the shuttle
reached orbit. Page said Wednesday the missing tiles were counted
after the sEtettle's smooth landing PARIS, Tenn.(AP)- Consumers from electricity users and ConTuesday at Northrup Strip here should not put too much faith in gress.
and "there may have been one or politicians who promise quick
Dean also said he hopes that
two more than we thought"
solutions to problems faced by the TVA's industrial rates will return
The plan to strengthen the Tennessee Valley Authority, TVA to among the nation's lowest.
adhering _age*--for-1,200-4-the--GheirmanCharles Deansa3,37------"When-people-go-aroand--the
tiles means it is even more imporDean made the remarks Tues- - Valley and say we're going to do
day night to several hundred something about this TVA crowd,
residents of this west Tennessee it worrierme because there isn't
city in the first of a series of that 'much that can be done,"
"listening sessions" the federal. Dean said in an apparent
utility hopes will ease criticism
reference to Sen. Jim Sauer,DTenn., and to other Congressional
critics. "Any effect that even I'm
going to have on TVA is going to
•
be slow.
"You could change the-entire
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- Here are highlights of Wednesday's
top management of TVA...you
-.session ofthe Kentucky General Assembly:
A truck driven by Michael A. could throw them all out and start
-The legislature approved a state budget that calls for spading
Jackson, 22, Rt. 6; struck a over again...and you wouldn't
almost $5 billion in the next biennium.
change anything,"lie said.
-The legislature approved a conference committee version of a (Highway 94 East bridge at the City
"Politicians shouldn't raise-peolimits
at
12:15
a.m.
today, actruck-tax bill designed to bring the state some $45 million in new
expectations that electric
cording ba a -Callow-a)
, iCounty
money_Each %Inge sasio nprrnv • a rTnraninn-131117.
can
be lowered, because if
his
Sheriff'stg•partmeTit wag-Man.
mandate that those who damage state highways help finance their
After hitt* the bridge, the
repair.
truck ran off the road and landed •
-The legislature passed a conference committee version of a bill
in Mt deep ditch nearby. Ricky
that would increase to 9 percent the wholesale tax on distilled spirits,
Todd, 15 Riviera Courts, was a'
%rine and beer. That bill is expected to raise an additional $31 million
passenger.
.
annually.
Both-Jackson andhtirre
-The legislature approved a bill to create a state board that would
The Faculty Senate of Murray
taken to Murray-Calloway• County
- have the final authority over locating a hazardous-waste disposal
State
University will-meet:at 3:30
Hospital
for
cuts
and
possible
7 fatally in Kentucky.
p.m. Tuesday in the Barkley Lecheadinjuries and fractures.
-The legislature approved-changes in Kentucky's generic drug
Margaret T. Dunn,41, Rt:6;was ture Room in the University
law, requiring that the state Board of Pharmacy _develop a list of
takp to the hospita_Mlowing_a Center at hfurrayState'.
• drugs Olaf cannot he substituted fora lower-if-iced, therapeutically
•
Items on the agenda include
one-car accident at 7:45 -p.m.
-equivalent drug.
reports from executive commit-The_pgist lature passed and sent to the gov_eMr bill in
• • Wednesday, .
the penalties for smuggling marijuana and controlled substances in- . Dunn was traveling on pighway tee, academic policies'committee,
94 East and attempted to avoid a rules, elections and bylaws comto jails and prisons.
-The lpgioioture passed was_bill that _would finance incentive - dog crossing the road about
mittee, commonwealth- affairs_
pay for police and firefighters through a lit-cent tax an holders of inmiles east of Murray,according to committee, handbook and personsurance policies.
nel committee and finance cornthe sheriff's department.
-The legislature,paased-a bill that would add twostate_eMPIGYees
Dunn struck the dog,last enntral mittee. Senators also-wilt-hear ato the five-member state PersonnelBoard. •
of the car, ran off the road, where board of regents report and
discuss new and old business.
the vehicle overturined.

ZSpace agency doctors who examined the astronauts said they
were in excellent health and had
recovered well from the motion
sickness both suffered during the
first two days of their mission.
Columbia carried a variety of
experiments on its third flight and
Ken Kissin, manager of the
science payload, said it was a
"super mission" for science. An
instrument on board gathered Xray data on two large solar flares,

they could, TVA would jump at the
chance to do so," Dean said.
Regarding the industrial user
rates charged by TVA, Dean said
be hoped that they would be "back
at the bottom" and said he would

Three hospitalized
after two accidents

Cgjgressman Carroll Hubbard characterand integrity.
"Rex Alexander was a former
was to address the following
remarks today on the floor of the basketball coach at Murray State
House of Representatives as a University and Paducah Junior
College. At the time of his tragic
tribute to Rex Alexander,
-was a full professor in the
respected member of Murray death he
State University's„faculty who recreation and,physicaloducation
was10111ed-SunliaVin an departMent at Murray State-. He
was among thelew to have been
automobile accident. /
designated "Distinguished Pro"Mr.Speaker: .
"The city of Murray, Ky., fessor!'at the school.
"Mr. Alexander had been on
recently lost a rispeeted leader,
teacher and coach with the un- Murray State's-staff since 1952,
following a three-year coaching
time/y death of Rex Alexander.
"Mr. Alexander, who died in a and teaching, tenure at Paducah
car accident last Sunday, was a---Junior -College, 'where he was
dear friend of mine and a man named 'Coach of the Year'among
Kentucky junior college coaches
whom I admired very much.
1952. He was also very active
"I was talking and-Visiting
Rex Alexander last Saturday at for many years in the Kentucky
we,Kentucky Boys- Basketball High School Athletic kasociationTournament at Rupp Arena at and served as higIcschool basketLexington. I thought then, and ball tournament -manager in far
_ _
have-many times over the last 20 western Kentucky.
"I would like to express my
years, that Rex Alexander personified all the good qualities for sympathy to Mr. Alexander's
which a man could strive in his widow Doris_ ta.bia.danghterlifrs
lifetime. He was a- Christian Buzz ',Cindy) Wilhelm and to'llis
gentleman of unimpeachable son DavichA

Faculty Senate
to meet Tuesday
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A Sale!
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like to see that happen while he is
on the agency's board of directors.
Rising industrial rates have hit
the Paris area especially hard,
Dean said, citing the 40 percent
unemployment rate la--nearby
Stewart County.

Carroll Hubbard pays
tribute to Alexander

...

Jackets

He said the instrument on Columbia recorded spurts. of high
energy X-rays streaming out from
the flares, the first confirmation
that massive eruptions on the sun
produce X-rays.

Dean warns consumers about promises

General Assembly
action highlighted

Yr

the largest occurring during the
extra day in space. Kissin said
some experts have waited "a good
part of their scientific lives" to get
readings from space on such a
large flare.
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Italian police
break backs
of terrorists

MtirrayLedger & Times

garrotes galley

Something remarkable has happened in Italy:
The much-maligned Italian police and security
forces have virtually broken the back of the terrorist Red Brigades.
ITEM: More than 200 suspected Red Brigades
terrorists have been arrested since January.
ITEM: Enrico Fenzi, a 44-year-old university
professor and senior Red Brigades ideologue jailed
in Genoa, has publicly acknowledged defeat and
urged fellow terrorists to recognize "the failure of
armed struggle...in our country."
ITEM: Antonio Savasta, alleged leader of the
Red Brigades unit that kidnapped U.S. Army Gen.
James Dozier last December, has reportedly dictated more than 100 pages of evidence to police and
provided information that led to 30 arrests and the
uncovering of several large arms caches.
In strictly political terms, the most significant
thing about the success of Italy's anti-terrorist campaign is that it has been accomplished without
dismantling civil liberties or compromising basic
democratic institutions.
By their own admission, Red Brigades members
hoped to create such fear and havoc that Italy
would transform itself into a police state, a development deemed necessary by Marxist terrorists in
order to create conditions for a successful revolution. They failed, despite years of terrorism that included such outrageous provocations as the kidnapping and murder of Aldo Moro, a former prime
minister of Italy. _
The wholesale roundup of Red Brigades members
in recent months has also yielded information linking Italy's red Brigades to other branches of the international terrorist network.
Antonio Savasta, for example, testified in court
recently that Soviet satellite Bulgaria offered to
trade money and arms for a role in the kidnapping
of Gen. Dozier. Given Moscow's de facto control
over Bulgaria's intelligence services, Cavasta's
revelation would seem to refute the Soviet government's pious denials of any involvement in terroriuo in the West.
Sava-U-41àô testified that Spanak-French, and
West German terrorist groups offered unconditional assistance following the kidnapping of Gen.
Dozier. And finally, Savasta disclosed that the Red
Brigades had obtained a steady supply of Soviet
bloc arms from the Palestine Liberation Organization, yet another indicatica Ahab- many terrorist
roads lead to Moscow.
While the West will want to salute Italy's triumph
over the notorious Red Brigades, more attention
must now be paid to establishing further proof that
the Soviet Union stands as a co-conspirator in international terrorism.
And more attention must also be paid to the
possibility of pooling the West's considerable intelligence and security assets in the fight against an
international terrorist network.

by m.c. garrott

Two weeks-whh a baby granddaughter means warm hearts and aching muscles
If you ever wonder if Father Time
is catching up with you, try keeping
up with and looking after a lively, 14months-old grand child for several
days.
I'll g_uarantee it will_computvize
your physical and * emotional
strengths and weaknesses.
We have just had our one and only
grand-daughter with us for two
weeks while her mommy and daddy
were in Hawaii, and I am just now
getting to the point where I can
straighten up again.
She only weighs something like 25
pounds, but picking her up and putting her down umpteen times a day,
plus bending over in a tensed position
while changing her diaper or dressing her brought cries of protest from
muscles I hadn't _ heard from in
years.
It was great fun, though.
She's a beautiful little girl —
naturally, as any grand-parent would
assume — with a sunny disposition
and a Smile that melts your heart. We
enjoyed every minute she was with
US.

She was most considerate of her
grannies, too, as she woad go to
sleep without a whimper promptly at
__. 7 p.m., and we would not hear so
much as a peep out of her until as
late, some mornings, as 8 or 1
o'clock. Now, that's being .considerate!
When she would wake up, she
would just stand there in one corner
of her bed,sucking a thumb and making all those softlike baby noises, until one of us came and picked her up.
It got to be funny how the three of
us — Cathryn, Jeff and I --would
almost jam up in the doorway in our
haste:to get in there to her once it was
discovered that she was awake. If

She came up with utensils, gadgets aware that you go through all of these
everybody could start the day with
and
things we hadn't seen in years. paces every day — but it was
such a smile, what a great world this
big stuff — the" mix master, something we hadn't experienced in
The
would be!
blender and the Corning ware used in
.••
a long, long time.
the microwave — we temporarily
•••
When we went to Louisville to get
the
atop
atop
refrigerator,
located
I might suggest
passing,
In
for
the
a
minute
think
didn't
her, I
The hutch and -anywhere —OW we something for grannies when little
car was going to be large enough for
could come up with to keep them out
ones come to visit. Make a list of the
all her "things." .
of her react*.
things that come with them and use it
In addition to enough clothes to
for
Oeen
home
has
two
almost
She
a checklist to see that you have
as
a
outfit
different
change her into
weeks nowi, and we are still trying to
everything loaded when the time
every hour for the two weeks she
find everything and get it back into
comes for them to go home.
would be with us, there also was a
its
right
plAce.
We didn't do this, and it posed a
(
she
walker
which
a
chair,
high
,•••
temporary problem.
didn't need, being able to literally
Sarah convinced me of one thing.
As we left the house to take her
run everywhere she goes), a plastic
advertising poop you see and
The
back up the parkway to meet her
tub big enough to sail on Kentucky
hear on television is pretty accurate.
mother at the Beaver Dam "halfway
Lake, a vaporizer (just in case), a
I can. assure you that there really
house," Cathryn and I almost broke
stroller for grannie and grandpa to
are 80 Glad plastic sandwich bags in
our arms patting ourselves on the
use in showing her off to the
one of those "one-time dispenser"
back, fully confident that we hadn't
neighbors, a dozen boxes of
packages. The trick is getting them
overlooked a thing.
disposable diapers ( for which we
back into the "one-time dispenser."
"'This is one time we got it all!" I
secretly thanked modern baby
I also can attest that there truly is
chortled as we hit the four lanes, but
technology) and a box two feet
100 square feet in a roll of Scott's
that wasn't the case, we learned that
square full of an assortment of
cutrite wax paper. That California
evening. A :call from daughter Kay
"educational" toys.
artist, Cristo, or whatever his name
let us know they had made it safely
For the two weeks she was with us,
it
when
on
Baby
has
Sarah
is,
nothing
home, but that the padded rail
long
paused
barely
she
though,
comes to draping stuff like that all
guards for her bed had been left
enough to look into that box of toys,
over the place.
behind.
much less play with them.
He may be able to erect a canvas
•••
Luckily, _Allen and . Doris Rose's
.
- ua tighter-in-la w, Myrt, Jimmy's
Fisher Price's toy researchers--3Weripe from Los Angeles to San P.-..:.-.?- Nerry
ciseb,-but she could show him tricks
wife, who also lives in Louisville, was
could learn from that little girl! Inwith wax paper that would get him a
in town and took them back for us.
stead of filling stations, barnyards,
hallowed nook in the National Art
close!
,
Whew! Thatwas
airports and all those imaginative
•••
Museum.
toys they design, I am convinced
And, if you ever wondered if there
But, my! How that little girl with
Paul Kiesow and his people could
really are 20 medium Glad garbage
smile woed her
thatw
big, sweetormed
corner the tiny tots' recreational
there
you
can
a
I
that
in
tell
box,
bags
during those two
hearts
our
way
into
market with a line of pots and pans —
are, and there also are 22-43 yard; of
weeks — - aching muscles, dirty
pots and pans that ring like a prize
aluminum foil _ in one of- those_18diapers, scattered pots and pans, all
ring bell when pounded upon with a
•
withstanding.
teaspoon.
old
an
or
masher
potato
I nreoihlsaS a suggestion regar:
;
-aWni
It seemed a certain glow had gone
That's where our Baby Sarah 44.
ding how to use up 22-L/3 yards of bad- _ __- from the house- when we got home
played 7 in the kitchen cabinets. She
from Beaver Dam, but little grandly crinkled and battered_aluminun
would empty them, and we would pait.
getting
would
appreciate
we
foil,
daughters have a way of doing that to
tiently put everything back. Then we
You young mothers will have to_ their grannies. But she'll light it up
would-go through it all again, every
pardon me with all this, for I am fully
again one of these days.
hour on the hour — so it seemed.

looking
back
Ten years ago
Cathy Christopher, junior at Murray High School, had received a pin
for making highest score in annual
high school mathematics examinatio_ngiv_en_to 19 students on Manta
Murray Recreation Department in
conjunction with- Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees had sponsored its
first city-wide Easter Egg Hunt at
Murray City Park.

Iflflation slows
rest rotes
-But
remain\high
Inflation has slowed almost Witstandstill. If the
January and February trend continues, the Con3.2 percent,
sumer Price Index would go up
compared to last year's 8.9 percent.
In the face of such a trend, it is hard to see how interest rates can remain high. The real wages of
money — that is, the difference between the rate of
inflation and the interest rate — are now about 10
percent, a handsome return for savers but a
discouraging burden upon borrowers.
Of course, the big spread between the inflation
rate and the interest rate can be explained. The
money supply is being restricted by the Federal
Reserve Bank, which is keeping interest rates high
so as to force down the inflation. And we are told
that the prospect of a federal budget deficit of more
than ;100 billion for fiscal 1983 is frightening to
lenders, who see a crunch in the money market
when the federal government borrows enough
money to finance the deficit.
The interest rates have bitten deep into the
econom,_The gross national product fell at an annual rate of 4.5 percent in the last quarter of 1981
_
and the first quarter of 1982. That hurts.
high
the
Reserve,
Federal
the
it's
whether
But,
interest rates or the worldwide recession,
something is working, and the inflation tide is falling. What is needed now is a strategy that will keep
inflation down but at the same time bring interest
rates down and end the recession.
Can it be done? Frankly, we don't know. But it
would help if the Congress and President Reagan
can agree on a budget revision that would reduce
the anticipated deficit.
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C Coploy Wows Services

\ "If you have a nervous breakdown filling out your tax forms,
medical expenses are deductible!"
by joe crump

lowdown
Senator Jake Garn (Utah) "...Last
week in an address to the Economic
Club of Chicago, Edward T. Telling,
chairman and chief executive of
Sears, Roebuck 8g_Co., unveiled the
game pft for Sears to become the
financiaMpermarket of the future.
"In a very candid presentation,
Telling expounded on the irreversible
changes that are underway in the
financial services industry and proclaimed Sears' intention to act now to
respond to consumer needs and
thereby become as important in the
financial services as they are in consumer sales.
"During the past year we have
seen Sears and other major corporations like American Express and
Merrill Lynch asquiring companies
in order to diversify and expand their
financial service resources. Now,
Sears has taken the bold and upfront
approach of revealing its long-term
objectives for becoming a primary
provider of financial services. I have
to respect Sears for being so
straightforward with their plans for
the future.
"I also admire Sears for openly
challenging the rest of the financial
community and the Congress to
adopt and respond to the rapidly
changing competitive environment
In the area of financial services. 'The
regulatory system that has kept

financial institutions in a straitjacket
for so long...is coining apart at the
seams,' Mr. Telling stated, as he
recognized that traditional financial
institutions will be forced out of the
retail financial marketplace if they
are not permitted to freely compete..
''In October, I introduced S. 1720, a
bill that would take a giant first step
in unraveling some of the laws that
have served to constrain traditional
financial institutions. I hope that this
Congress will see fit to begin that
deregulation process and adopt
legislation allowing such institutions
to participate in the changing
economic environment..." (We include a few comments from Mr. Telling's presentation).
Our catalog opened up all America
to the production capacity of
America. Early in the century, we
provided consumer credit that was
then revolutionary. And now,
because American Express, Merrill
Lynch, Sears and others have
responded to the forces of the
marketplace, we have a new financial service system.
The small saver can't be pushed
back in his thrift account...back to
51 per cent or lower interest rates to
_subsidize the housing industry, or
any other industry. Large savers can
never again look to receive twice the
interest rates on government bonds,

Just because they have $100,000 to invest.
Banks and thrifts will either by
permitted to offer better investment
vehicles such. as "money market
funds" or they will be forced out of
the retail financial business.
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS.COMMENT
Many small savers look with envy
at the high interest paid on -money
market funds." While many of the
-funds" require a $100,000 or $10,000
deposit to participate, a few only require a $500 deposit; but there are
strings attached.
The small saver would like to participate in the new "financial ball
game."

•
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Twenty years ago
Richard Edmonds, soil-Of-Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Edmonds, eighth grade
student at Kirksey School, had been
named champion speller of Calloway
County. Dan McCallon, son of Mr.
and , Mrs. James McCallon, sixth
grade student at Lynn Grove School,
had been named second.
Tommie D. Hill, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman M. Hill, recently was
promoted to specialist four while serving as a member of First Armored_
Division, Fort Hood, Texas.
Thirty years ago
Grover Wood James, Mrs. B. W.
Coleman, Buford Hurt and D. L.
Divelbiss had been elected officers of
Calloway County Republicans.
Members of cast of play, "Little
Miss Somebody," to be presented
April 4 by sophomore class of
Kirksey High School were Richard
Adams,_Anna _Lou Doores, Linda
Beach,Bud Gibbs,Gene Parker, Ann
Elkins, Anne Adams, Donald Watson, Ada Ross and Dwain Jones.
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thoughts In seosOn
by Ken Wolf
There is an eternal challenge to all
people - religious or not - in these
words from the thirtieth chapter of
the Old Testament book of
Dooteronomy:
I call heaven and earth to
witness that today I have set
life and death before you, I
have set blessing and the curse
before you. So choose life, so
that you and your descendents
may live
•

•
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Dr. Lanette Thurman
spoke about "Professionalism and the Professional Woman." This was
at meeting of Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club
March 18 at Golden Corral Restaurant.
The s eaker ave four

7.00 9 10-.- 2

pointers needed in professional life to make one
more aware of realistic
strengths in day-to-day
stress of jobs. They were
physical activity, social
needs, emotional needs
and intellectual needs.
Dr. Thurman also
stressed "we need to take
responsibility, make
decisions, understand our
values and goals and
have good interpersonal

communications."
She further said,
"changing times and
pressures need to be
coped with and to keep in
mind necessary attributes of kindness, enthusiasm, intelligence
and thoroughness."
Dr. Thurman, director
of leadership studies at
Murray State University,
was introduced by Brenda Rowland-, vice presi-

dent.
Serving on March program committee were
14delle Talent, chairman, Ola Mae Roberts
and Agnes McDaniel.
Kathy Hodge, president, appointed Bobbie
Waters, chairman, Betty

datebook
Teachers plan meeting
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association
will meet Monday at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community
Center with Rebekah Blaine from Purchase Area
Development District,Inc., as speaker.
Ms. Blaine, a native of southern Ohio, has been
with PADD for over five years. She has two degrees
with majors in recreation and therapeutic recreation from University of Kentucky. A question and
answer session will follow. All non-member retired
teachers are invited.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet Saturday at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
Rob Edd Parrish, master of lodge, invites all
Master Masons to attend.
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Lanette Thurman
Lou Hill, Evelyn Outland
and Elaine Brown as
members of nominating
committee for 1982-83 officers.
Other members present were Doris Rowland,
Anna Bailey, Carrie
Beale, Betty Boston, Linda Carter, Minnie Craig,
Laurine Doran,Sara Harrell, Beatrice Hughes,
Mildred Ragsdale,
Lucille Thurman, Odelle
Vance and Connie White.

Murray-Calloway Camera Club and Paris, Tenn.,
Camera Club will have a joint dinner meeting Monday at 6:30 p.m. at DeVanti's, Murray. Members,
spouses and guests are invited.
David Ceyla, portrait photographer, Wells Studio,
Mayfield, will present the program. Reservations

Thursday,Aprili
Clarks River -Chapter
of Demolay will meet at
7:30 ,p.m. at Masonic
Hall,- 369 E. Broadway,
Mayfield.
-4oldwater Baptist
— Chtiech Women will meet
NEW YORK (AP) — If at 7 p.m. at church.
the windows in your home
pancercise Class for
are more than 25 years Murray Women of Moose
old, they most likely will will meet at 6 p.m. at
require attention.
lodge hall:
A simple test is to take
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
a candle and move it
Beta Sigma Phi will
of
slowly around the edges
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
meet
If
frame.
of the window
the flame flickers air Community Center.
leakage is indicated, acFront Porch Swing will
cording to the Vinyl Win- rehearse at 7 p.m. at
dow and Door Institute.
First Christian Church.
infiltrates around
Community Theater
loose window frames and will have auditions for
when the window is not evening of one-act plays
shut tightly. That costs at 7 p.m. abilltild freight
the homeowner money — depot, Murray-Calloway
in winter for heating County Park.
costs, and in summer for
Murray Civitan Club
cooling costs, if an air
will
meet at 7 p.m. at Big
conditioner is used.
Joe's Restaurant.

Test windows

Master Charge, VISA, Behrs Charge

Pre Easter Sale

should be madety calling Robert Crenshaw at 7530836 or Kenneth Grogan at 753-2526.

Cella attends seminar

Charles Cella of Murray participated in Kentucky
Youth Leadership Seminar the past weekend at
Lexington. The annual program brings high school
sophomores together with leaders from business,
government, education and arts. The topic was
"American's Incentive System: Your Role in Kentucky's Future."
Speakers included Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins, Sixth District Cong. Larry Hopkins, Al Smith,
Wallace Wilkinson and William Sturgill. Participants are selected from Kentucky High Schools
on -basis of scholarship, extracurricular activity
and leadership potential.

Jaycees to sponsor fish fry
World's Biggest Fish Fry, Inc., sponsored by
Paris-Henry County Jaycees, will be April 29 and 30
and May 1 at Paris, Tenn. Events include rodeo,
fish tent, fish fry grand parade, dignitaries' luncheon, small fry parade, baseball tournament, arts
and crafts show and junior fishing rodeo.
Advance tickets at $5 and $3 may be obtained by
writing P.0. Box 444, Paris, Tenn. 38321,according
"
to Randy Prince,general manager.

Friday, April 2
Thursday,April 1
Hazel and Douglas
Sixth grade,students of
Murray Middle School. Ce_ntgrs_svill be open from
will present aiiThiil 'lb a.m. to 2 p.m. for acprogram at 7 p.m. in tivities by senior citizens.
--school auditorium.
Saturday,Apawr.
Workshop an "Parents,
Ladies Full Gospel
Professionals and Hanwill meet at 9
Fellowship
dicapped Children" will
a.m. at Triangle
be from 2 to 4:30 p.m. and
8:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Restaurant.
Bazaar by Creative
Special Education
Building, Murray State Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club will be
University.
from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Friday, April 2
at Calloway Public
Community Theater Library.
will have auditions for
Plant sale will be from
evening of one-act plays
to 3 p.m. at Senior
a.m.
8
freight
at
old
p.m.
6
at
depot, Murray-Calloway Citizens Greenhouse,
located behind St. John's
County Park.
Episcopal Church.
Executive Board of
Country ham breakfast
Church Women United will be
sponsored by Murwill meet at 10 a.m. at ray
Lodge No. 105 Free
First United Methodist and
Accepted Masons at
Church.
lodge hall. Serving will
Fellowship meeting of start at 6 a.m.
Murray Church of God
Oaks Country Club will
will be at 7:30 p.m. at have a work day at club.
Woodmen of World Hall.
Breakfast will be served
from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. A
Pledges for skatathon ladies meeting will
for Calloway County
Association of Retarded
Citiizens must be in by toTemple Hill Lodge No.
day to be eligible for 276 Free and Accepted
prizes.
Masons will meeet at 7

Saturday,April 3
p.m. at lodge hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Livestock and Exia,..Zkit•'
Center.
Square and round dancing will start at 7:30 p.m.
at Woodmen of World
Hall.
Style show and brunch
by Murray State University Women's Society will
be at 10 a.m. in Stables,
University Center.
Registration and sign
up for all leagues of
Murray -Calloway
Baseball Association will
be from 9 a.m. to noon in
Calloway County High
School gym. _
Registration for 1982
Murray-Calloway Swim
Team will be at 10 a.m. at
Cheri Theater. For information call 759-4538.
Sunday, April 4
Shower for Doug and
Debbie Cagle, whose
home was damaged by
fire, will be at 2 p.m. at
Coldwater Church of
Christ.

The Newest looks
for spring and
summer now on
sale!

Sale!
Jacket and
Vest Dresses

19.99
Reg. 39.00 to 48.00
Special savings on
spring dresses from our
wide selection including
jacket and vest dresses
in carefree polyester
and cotton blends.

Sale!
Luxurious
Blouses
Reg. 12.99 0,43.99
Beautiful delicate lacy blouses, cabal blouses
and nautical blouses for
adding sparkle to a
favorite suit or lending a
holiday air to a dressy
skirt or pant. Solids and
stripes

Sale!
Spring Suits

22.00
Reg. 45.99 to 65.00
Join the Easter parade
to Behrs for the
smartest, freshest look
on the spring scene
Suits! You'll love the
suits that take you
through the day with
cool, unruffled styles
Shown just a sampling
from our suit collection.
Hurry in and save!

Centra,! Shopping Center Hwy.641 N., Murray 753-7991

Treat yourself to something new!
You are sure to teg.hit this spring, as
long as, it's from TheCherry's ár The
Cherry Branch.

'the Cherris
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Kursave and Turner yaws said

Mother and daughter don't
speak the same language
DEAR ABBY: I have a
problem many teen-agers
have. I can't cornmunicate with .my
parents — especially my
mother. My father works
most of the time, and
when he gets home, he's
tired. The last thing he
wants to do is hear about
my problems. He just
reads the paper, has dinner and goes to bed.
My mom is another
story. She's from Europe,
and when she was my
age, all she did was study
and milk cows, so I can't
blame her for beMg
"dumb" when it comes to
understanding American
teen-agers. I can't seem
to get through to her.1-try to talk to her when she's
not busy, but our
hostilities get in the way
and we always end up in a
big fight. We're better off
not talking to each other
at all. I'd really like to
have a good motherdaughter relationship.
I hope you have space
in your column for this
letter. My mother reads
you faithfully, and if she
sees it, it might open up
some channels of cornmunication. Thanks for
listening.
'
_.
N. IN LA.
' DEAR N.: You are a
very intelligent girl, and

your sincerity comes
through. Better cornm on ic a t ion can be
established between you
and your mother if, when
you engage in a dialogue
with her, you make it a
point never to interrupt.
Listen carefully, and
when you speak, maintam'
a controlled, soft
tone. If you disagree, do
so respectfully.
European-boor mothers
whose youth was spent
studying and milking
cows are far from
"dumb." They're udderwise.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am a
divorcee in my late 30s
and / go-to singles functions quite often.
I keep running into the
same problem, and I
don't know how to deal
with it. After having a
conversation (or a few
dances) with a man, he
comes on to me and asks
for m y t e 1 e p h o n e
number, and whether I'm
attracted to him or not, I
always give it to him
because I don't want to
hurt his feelings,
Anyway, I end up not
answering my phone for a
week to avoid this particular man.
I used to say ( when a
man asked for my phone

number), "I'm going
with sqrneone," but this is
an old line, and besides,
why would I be at a
singles function if I were
going with someone?
I know there has to be a
better way of turning som e o n e d o w n
diplomatically, but what
is it?
HONEST AMY
DEAR AMY: Tell him
if it's romance he has in
mind, the "chemistry"
isn't right for you, but you
have this terrific
girlfriend he might hit it
off with, and if he's interested you can arrange
it. That way, you're off
the hook, and you could
be doing two people a
favor. One woman's leftovers can be another
woman's banquet.
•••
DEAR ABBY: You advise that when friends
and relatives phone to
Say they are coming to
visit — expecting to be
houseguests — if you
don't want houseguests,
to say, "Lovely. We will
be glad to make hotel or
motel reservations for
.,
you."
Our question is, who
picks up the tab? Our
relatives (and friends)
assume that because we
live well, we can afford to

pick up the tab. It's true
that our income is more
than most of our
relatives, but we aren't
that well-off.
We love our relatives,
but we can't accommodate them in our
home without inconveniencing ourselves, which
we don't want to do. And
we're afraid if we offer to
make motel reservations
for them, they will
assume we'll pick up the
tab. So how can we make
this clear without appearing cheap?
BARELY MAKING IT
DEAR BARELY: Tell
them you will be glad to
inquire about motel rates
and let them know what it
will cost to be sure it's
within their budget.
se.

CONFIDENTIAL TO
"QUIET IN KOKOMO":
Better to remain silent
and be thought a fool than
to speak and remove all
doubt. (P.S. Today is
April Foors Day.)
•••
Getting married?
Whether you want a formal church wedding or a
simple, "do-your-ownthing" c,ereinony, get Abby'g OW booklet. Send $1
plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped (37
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. cents) envelope to: Abby,
coming out of the closet and frequent factor.
Wedding Booklet, P.O.
doctors and the public are
I am sending you The Box 38923, Hollywood,
becoming enlightened about Health Letter number 18-6,
it. There have been major Help for Impotence. Others Calif. 90038.
advances in handling such who want this issue can send
PLANNING
problems in the past 10 75 cents with a long,
years. One of the most stamped, self-addressed
TO MARRY?
importaalt learning that a envelope for it to me, in care. — Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
large number of such prob- of this newspaper, P.O. Box
_Tirnes has adopted a deadline for publishing wedlems are NOT from psycho- 1551, Radio City Station,
ding reports.
logical factors but from New York, NY 10019.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
underlying diseases, one
DEAR DR. LAMB — The,
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
being diabetes. In some casother day my secretary and •
es the impotence causes the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
I were discussing what
psychological problems, not should be done
if one gets a" office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
the other way around.
be accepted.
blister on the skin from a
Diabetes affects the nerve
burn, pinch or rubbing of a
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
endings that control the norfor a wedding article are available at the
mal reaction. Early it may shoe.
Recently I burned my finnewspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.
cause intermittent impo-

HEALTH

Impotence is common

DEAR DR. LAMB —
When I turned 63 I became
impotent despite a great
desire for my still-attractive
wife. It came on gradually
over the preceding two
years. Then It age 65 at
retirement a routine physical disclosed I am diabetic
— adult onset type. I am on
a weight control program
and elimination of all sugar
from my diet. The loss of
our sex life has been a great
disappointment to my wife
and me and caused family
distress.
I have done some library
research on this problem but
have not found out much.
What is the actual physical
damage resulting from the
diabetes? Is it reversible or
repairable? What are my
options? Must our sex life be
over?
DEAR READER — Impotence is a very common
problem. It is made worse
by fear, ignorance and prejudices or sexual hangups.
An intelligent person will
approach the problem like
any other medical ailment
because that is exactly what
it is. And in many cases a lot
can be done. It is a symptom, not a diagnosis.
Finally, impotence is

ft

Miss Nancy Carol Kursave and Dickie Joe
Turner were married
Saturday, March 13, at
Northside Baptist
Church.
The Rev. Randolph
Allen officiated at the
candlelight ceremony
said at 7 p.m.
A program of music
was presented by Mrs.
Johnny White, Hazel,
pianist. Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Wallace sang
"You Light Up My Life,"
"You Needed Me" and
"True Love." The Rev.
Larry Salmon sang "The
Wedding Song."
Parents of , the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Kursave of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Turner
of Hampton.
The bride wore a wedding gown of white silk
organza and Venise lace
designed with an empire
bodice, long fitted sleeves
and circular skirt with
flounce ruffle.
Her chapel train was
accented with lace motifs
and seeded pearls. She
carried a bridal bouquet
of white flowers with ribbon streamers and seed
pearls.
Attendants for the
bride were Ms. Karen
Alexander of Jacksonville, Fla., and Mrs. Tony
Lasher of Hampton,
sister of groom.
They wore yellow and
gray print floor length
gowns and yellow hats.
They carried bouquets of
yellow and white silk
flowers.
Robin Lasher, niece of
the groom, was flower
girl. Her dress matched
those of the attendants.
Terry Hosick of Burria

tence, proving that just
because impotence is intermittent doesn't mean it is
psychological. Later if the
nerves are permanently
damaged the condition
becomes permanent. In the
latter case various implants
are available.
No man should accept a
diagnosis of psychological
impotence without an adequate _ examination. That
includes blood glucose measurements for diabetes,
blood tests for the level of
.testosterone and prolactin
(aiimportant hormone from
the pituitary). The latter is a

Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Joe Turner
was best man. Jeff Kursave of Murray, brother
of bride, was
groomsman.
The ring bearer was
Drew Veazey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard
Veazey.
The groom and his at-

tendants wore gray tuxedoes.
A reception followed at
the church fellowship
hall.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Robert Myers and
Mrs. Jim Phillips of
Paducah, Ms. Brenda

SRMIATS
FASHION MEANS

ger and a blister appeared.
My secretary said I should
open it with a sterilized
needle, but I have heard
blisters should be left alone.
I would appreciate your
Mr. and Mrs. Bedwell daughter of the late
suggestion.
Mathis, Benton Highway, Walter C. and Betty
DEAR READER — Your Mayfield, will be honored Oglesby Beaman. Mr.
secretary was half right.
with a golden Mathis is the son of the
With the exception of burns, Sunday
late Henry Coleman
very large blisters may be wedding anniversary
opened, but only with a ster- reception. The event will Mathis and Lillie Bedwell
ilized needle. By opened it is be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Mathis.
meant to puncture each end fellowship hall of Spence
They are the parents of
of the blister so it can drain.
four children, Coleman
Methodist
United
Chapel
The only reason for doing so
Mathis and Jimmy
is because it is apt to burst .Church, Mayfield.

DRESSES

Celebration Sunday

anyway.
Small blisters should simply have a sterile compress
(pad)placed oyeam and
bandaged. If it
bya shoe then you should stop
wearing the shoe or improve
matters to avoid a blister.
Burns should be left alone
entirely. If a blister breaks
the area can be cleaned with
soap and water and bandaged. If there is any sign of

infection, see your doctor.

The couple was married April 9, 1932, in the
parsonage of Calvary
Methodist Churchby the
Rev. Vorice Burnett.
Their attendants were
Lucille Davis (Mrs.
Harry Nall) and the late
Jeff Carlisle.

Mathis of Mayfield, Mrs.
W. F. McGurkin of
Cullman, Ala., and
Sherry Mathis of Winchester.
Mr. and Mrs. Mathis
have 10:grandchildren_
and two great -

Barwick of Jacksonville,
Fla., and Mrs. Larry
Salmon.
Ms. Lori Elrod of
Paducah kept the guest
book.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
'Turner are residing on
Rt. 1, Ledbetter.

A dress is the single garment
solution to flattering fashion
For example, this dramatic new
double V-neck style features o
variety of stylistic concepts
that odd up to great looks for
you no waist with obi sash belt,
elbow dolman sleeves, white piped
neck trim accenting thebright
spring colors odd flare skirt

OPEN FRIDAYS

•
48
ROYAL, Clifilt21_

UNTIL 8:30 P.M.

Mrs. Mathis is the
former Laurine Beaman,

Pier I Imports
Now Open Each
Morning At 9:00 A.M.
And Open Friday Nights
Until 8:00 P.M.

JEAN BENNETT and daughter, Keisa Leigh,
will be among those modeling fashions from local
stores at Murray State University Women's Society
Style Show and Brunch Saturday at 10 a.m. he
event will be in the Stables at University Center.

SPRING

SUIT& COAT
SALE
Choose from the Entire Stock of Spring Styles
This is the sole you wont at the time you wont it
Suits Regularly 780010 160 00
Coots Regularly 36 00 to 88 00

Girls All-Cotton

Off
Storewide
Sale

NOW

/
1 3 OFF

IZOdS
Regular S22m

,1 oJs

Sale
Town & Country
Dress Shop
Dixieland Center OR Chestnut St

153-2581
8:38-5:00

*

I a

NATURALLY WONDERFUL,
GENUINELY TERRIFIC,
ftii

TRADITIONAl CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Dixieland Center
Murray K y
Mon Sot 9 00 o rn 5 00 p m

-a

•—••••,PP.

Genuine leather-to4-,pad, city sandals
sandals, with strippy strops odd
Lilac White
elegant touches to the naturally right
styles Your kind of look at your price, $36.00.
r

GARy
P... 1 White Novv

Get Yours Friday 'til 8:30

SenIonvs,

- • 42.,...--VV„
,̀
a-e•

110‘41.--ir
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GREEN GIANT SPRING SALE
39C Case 0124

125

3gc asew,s92.5

GREEN BEANS

Charini Toilet

TISSUE
kratt Apple or Crape
JELLY

3-4 Lb. Pk. Avg.

U.S. Choice
Boneless

Say Suit Salad

Chuck Roast
$ g 69
Lb.

DRESSING
Crisco

am

Empress

C
Bakers

iii
i
iiINGES

1101

\

COCONUT
Kraft 320%.

arE
l

C

MIX
CRISCO
OIL

C

UiI
$ 29

18'2 oz.

Bryan Boneless
Smokey Hollow

MIRACLE WHIP
Woo/lie Rug

CLEANER
New Pet Ritz Deep Dish Graham

CRUST

4g ez

Iiitmachl sr Smith

PEANUT
BUTTER

$159
maz. 1
Sold Medal Plain or Self Rising

FLOUR

pirentrove Dip
COOKIE MIX

Blue Bonnet

LtctLakes

OLEO

CarotinIEng

O MILK
waxiest
MILK

.

OVEN CLEANER

Owen 's Best Dell Baked

BANANAS
r—N Mews lestIsseless Pit Mtn

Fy 1.11

PEPPERS

HAhf

29c
2/49c

TOMATOESis•89c
Yellow

ONIONS#25C
Site Baked Peale

lAGr
ra ielAGE

?AVON
RADISHES

.

19"
4/1
4fil
loCa1 MILK

CHEW

z
-••••••••IiVin
,

- 1,AfftleniFr'.
'
;

.0.1•411.

,
2

- ••••
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Outstanding legislators selected
by Capitol press corps members
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Rep. Marshall
Long. D-Shelbyville, was
named the outstanding
freshman representative
of the 1982 General
Assembly by the Capitol
Press Corps.
However, the newsmen
and women who covered
the session did not choose
an outstanding freshman
senator from among the
five new senators.
Participating in the
poll, conducted during
each session, were radio,
television and newspaper

Your Individual •
Horoscope

Fraaces Drake
pleasure. Speak up at group
Woody Allei n, R - WhatkW of day will tense VIRGO
row he? Ts tied sot what the (Aug.23to Sept.22) riP
functions.
Morgantown, and Sen. sews say, reed the forecast
It's not the best day for PISCES
Nelson Allen, D - glomfar your birth Wm
sociabring,so try mastering a (Feb.19 to Mar.20) XC.
Bellefonte.
backlog of wort. You'll make Career gains are likely, and
many beneficial changes ingenuity is stressed. Now's
Best Orator: a tie bet- ARIES
14 around the house.
the time to advance your
ween Rep. William (Mar.21 to-Apr. 19) 41,1
original ideas. Financial gain
Brinkley, D- After a sluggish start, the LIBRA
day gains momentum, with (Sept.23to oct.22) An is possible.
Madisonviile, and Rep. excitement on both inteBec- A career matter remains in
Chris Perkins, D. hal and romantic levels. En- limbo, but social prospects im- YOU BORN TODAY are inHindman; Sen. Joe joy yourself!
prove. Chanceencounters pro- dependent without being agve stimulating, but curb ex- gressive. More sensitive and
Prather,D-Vine Grove. TAURUS
responsive to the needs of
(Apr.20to May 20) 64E,travagance.
Best Legislator in the A career opening should be SCORPIO
others than the typical
Public Interest: Rep. to your liking. Find time for (Oct M to Nov.21) nief/P member of your sign, you
Gerta Bendl, D - serious reading or study in the You'll need to do more work best with encourage
Louisville, and Sen. afternoon. You'll learn a lot checking on distant affairs. A rnent. An ability to put
career opening arises sudden- yourself in the other person's
David Karem, D - now.
ly, enabling you to find ways shoes makes you a good
GEMINI
Louisville.
counselor or teacher. Highly
(May 21to June 20) 11149. to improve income.
creative, you'llfind success in
Though you'll have to curb SAGITTARIUS
music poetry, acting, art and
rash vending, meetings with (Nov.flto Dec.21)
others are lively. Mental ac- Use care in Einaticial- deal- literature. At nines a desire
G. CORN,JR.
tivity and new friends add to ings. Travel and creative ac- for security can overrule your
tivity are highlighted. You'll need to find an outlet for your
your happiness.
enjoy mental rapport with a imagination. You may also be
CANCER
drawn to politics, diplomacy
loved one.
(June21
toJuly22)
IIAKJ 7
religion. Birthdate of:
and
CAPRICORN
low
profile
Keep
before
a
Bid with Coro
•9 6 4
Guinness, actor; KenAlec
(Dec.
22
toJan.19)
noon. An. unexpected -ivork
assignment should please you. If you avoid extravagance, neth Tynan,drama critic; and
Vulnerable: East-West South holds: 4-1-8
Business talks and meetings you'll find ways to improve Emile Zola,novelist.
Dealer: South. The bidding:
overall security. Examine inA
go very well.
South West
North East
•K J 6 5
vestment matters, and enjoy
LEO
14
Dbl.
Rdbl. All
intellectual pursuits.
(July
23
to
Aug.
22)
pass
4964
Overcome listlessness and AQUARIUS
go
out to meet the world. An (Jan.20to Feb.18)
South North
invitation pleases Distractions interfere with
unexpected
Opening'lead: Spade six
IV
you. Travel andeducation are business progress, but- social
life and club activities bring
beneficial.
hand calculator showed the
ANSWER:Two
diamonds.
score to be 780 points.
`sta,bL • Less •Ka, Meft Ses for Less• We Mart Sei,, for le,s • W
• Kia
Unfortunately the British Not enough strength for a
scored 800 points in the jump shift and it's best to
replay (West Overcalledone show the second suit.
heait• with one spade and
was doubled) and Judi's fine Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box inn, Dallas, Texas 75125,
score was "rewarded" by a with self-addressed,
stamped envelope
loss of 20 points on the deal. for reply.
reporters who covered
the session ou a regular
basis. The Louisville
Courier -Journal
reporters did not vote.
Other awards in the
poll were:
Most Effective
Democrat: Rep. Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow,
Ind Sen. John Doug
Hays,D-Pikeville.
Most Effective
Republican: Rep. Art
Schmidt, R-Cold Spring,
and Sen. Gene Stuart, RProspect.
Most Colorful: Rep.

THE ACES®IRA
"He who can conceal his
joys is greater than be who
can hide his griefs." —
Johann K Lavater.
There was both joy and
sorrow after the play of
today's most unusual hand.
The final contract was one
club redoubled, made with
three _iuivulnerable overtricks. Nevertheless, this
fine score was not good
enough to win the. hand —
something like a tacky joke
on April Fools day.
The interesting deal was
played in the 1981 competition' of the Venice Cup, a
world championship contest

4124--g

li[t3Wom'Ltsamg,

8X10 COLOR 8X10
PORTRAITS
Birth
To
5 Years

8P
50e

HANDLING
CHARGE
• One 'special per family (Additional child
in family $3.95 each)
• Satisfaction Guaranteerf
• All Groups $1.00
per person

• Over 5 yrs. $3.95 ea.
• Parent must pickup
portraits
• No costumes or
uniforms

$50 Baby Contest
April 2, Fri. and April3Sat.
1 1 a.m. to 5p.m.

Zad cC laddee
Southside Manor

753-3456
•

753-8777
759-9995

WINTER SUPER SAVER

Playing for the United
States were Judi Radin_:_
(South) and Katherine Wei,
both of New York City.
Judi's one club opening was
"Precision," showing 16 or
morecHCP, forcing and artificial. It was quite shocking
to find oneself declarer
playing a redoubled contract in an artificial bid!
After taking a moment to
compose herself, Judi won
ace,_crossed_tathe
heart ace and ruffed a
spade. The heart king was
tried but West ruffed and
played ace and a club to
eliminate any more spade
ruffs. The last trump was
drawn and dummy's spade
queen was led to West!!
king. Now, regardless of
what West played, Judi had
the remaining five tricks. If
a spade, dummy's eight •
Catstain ifs
would win a finesse and Judi
would score two spades, two
diamonds and the high club."
With each Chipper you get
If a diamond, Judi would
2 pieces of fish Niel
take three diamonds, a high
• Creamy aole slaw
I • Crisp trench tries
•
spade and the high club.
II • 2 Southern style
At single deal scoring, a

Chipper

!

••.e

•

•

Chipper 2 for $3.99
Don't miss this
great chance to
see and save
on the latest
spring fashions!

O•

NORTH
4-1-A
41 Q101153
•A 2
411 8 2
•PCQJ2
WEST
EAST
•K9764
*J2
•4
VQ10983
•Q 6 3
•10 9 5 4
•A 10 7 5
•3
SOUTH .
•A
•K J 6 5

• hush puppies

•Offer Good Thru Apri4th
•

a.

We've got the best
selections ever,and
- the lowest everyday
prices. We'll have
special savings
events throughout
the day, with
unbelievable values
on greatfashions
for your family.

Show Times:
2:00 p.m.
Saturday
April.3

•

•

•
•

Are yoti free to attend a free IBM
open house forsmall businesses?
!••

We realize how busy you are.

- You're probably so busy with paperwork that you'd
'he,
trouble finding time for tiitr open house.
But that's all the more reason you should at.t.epd.. *Because at our open house, you'll sec a whole line'of advanced.
IBM office equipment that can help free you from all that paper work. You'll sec continuous demonstrations of low-cost IBM "
computers, versatile word processors, and the latest-in copiers
and typewriters. All under onc-h)of.
You'll also learn about all the ways IBM backs you up with .
service and support.
So come to our open house. And learn tovi IBM can help
you take some of the busy-ness out of your business.

•
:•

S.

A little IBM can mean a lotoffreedom.

r;-•ty

Thesday& Wednesday, April 6th & 7th, 10am-8pm
Thursday, April 8th, likun-4pm
Kentucky Dam State Park Recreation Center
(across from Kentucky Dam Lodge)
Gilbertsville, KY
For information call(802)442-2087
=Ma
IMINNO
MN
▪
On
41•1

NE

INN

IM/M

MEM MIMS

IMIN
M. MI MI MP OM
.M11.11r
IV IMO
=MINI
MI. •
•

WAI:MART
• W. .00,9 Si

•
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WAL-MANT'S
61191CHAN01111,Poticr — ftc out intention to have
every advertised sem in stock. however. if due to any unforeseen resew, an advertised awn e norevaileble for purchase. Wal-1 will ewe a Rain Check on request. tor
the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever inisiable. or WI me you a
similw Nem eta compared* reduction in once We rewires Piero.tonne Quenelles.
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Chamber de
Commerce Centre
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
officially dedicated the new Commerce Centre Wedneg- •
day morning with ribbon-cutting ceremonies at the site
on Highway 641.
The dedication was officiated by Chamber president
Marshal Gordon and included a number of guest
speakers, including former County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, former Mayor Marvin Henley, former Chamber
president Paul Kiesow, Murray State University president Constantine Curris and Chamber director Bill
Teuton.
Pictured on this page are a number of scenes from the
event and the structure's open house reception.
Top left, the crowd of local merchants, citizens and officials gathers in the parking lot before the centre as
dedication ceremonies commence.
Top right, the official logo of tli# Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, designed by Murray
State University art instructor Joe Rigsby.
Above left, Max Hurt discusses the building's furnishings with Betty Hinton, who coordinated the exhibiting of art by local artists inside the centre.
Above right, County Judge Executive George Weaks
meets with Fisher-Price personnel manager Keith Hayes
during the reception following the ribbon-cutting.
At right is a display of Fisher-Price products, representing the toys manufactured by the local plant. Other
displays in the offices exhibit'S variety of local products.
Far right, a wooden sculpture stands in the center of
the reception room table. It Was made by Jack Wallis,
owner of Wallise Stain Glass and Wooden Doors.
Below,David Graham,(far right) Chamber vice president, presents two Chamber ambassador placques to Dan
Miller (left) and George Pavelonis (center) for their exterior and interior designs of the new centre.
Below right, the new Commerce Centre as it stands
beside Highway 60.

Staff photos by Duane Spurlock
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Officials try to stop equine venereal disease
FRANKFORT, Ky. Sanitation for the KenAP - State officials are tucky Department of
taking blood tests of all Agriculture. "We are
thoroughbred mares bred working like hell on it."
in Kentucky this year in
Wolf said the steps will
an effort to head off include the blood tests
another widespread out- from all mares bred in
break of a highly con- Kentucky this year.
tagious equine venereal
An outbreak of CEM
disease.
four years ago temporariThe first cases of con- ly shut down all breeding
tagious equine metritis, operations in Kentucky
or CEM, in nearly four and led to a quarantine of
years have been over a year on all mares
discovered near Lex— bred in Kentucky. It cost
ington.
the horse breeding inJohn K. Atwell of the dustry several million
U.S. Agriculture Depart- dollars
ment's Animal and Plant
The disease prevents
Health Inspection Service some mares from consaid Wednesday that ceiving and may cause
state and federal them to lose their foals if
veterinarians are cur- they are pregnant.
utirre
rentIy evaluating theontWolf said— I
e bred
break and "will take all blood test on a
measures necessary to to the stallion ,VO. Tobin
prevent the spread of the at Spendthrift Parm turned up positive for CEM,
disease."
"We hope this is all that although a later culture
happens," said J.D. Wolf, was negative.
He said that finding
director of Livestock

A

prompted further tests,
and two mares turned up
positive on both the blood
and culture tests.
A total of 21 mares have
been bred to J.0. Tobin.
The others are being
tested, but evaluations
are not yet complete. All
21 mares are being
quarantined at various
farms in the Paris and
Lexington area.
John Williams, farm
manager at Spendthrift,
said none of the mares
are housed at Spendthrift

but were brought there
for breeding by owners m
the syndicate that owns
J.0. Tobin.
Wolf said two of the
mares are foreign mares,
which had been barred
from Kentucky after the
CEM outbreak until last
fall. CEM was first found
in 1977 in Europe. This is
the first breeding season
since then that foreign
mares have been bred in
Kentucky.
Wolf said the two
mares that tested

positive on both tests
were bred on the same
day.. One is a foreign
mare and one a domestic,
but the one from Kentucky was bred first that
day, according to records,
at Spendthrift.
He said the tests will
try to determine which
mare was the original
carrier of the disease. He
said J.O. Tobin was given
a thorough five-day
cleansing that included
large doses of antibiotics
and has been cleared for

Baskets

further breeding.
"If I had a mare, I
wouldn't hesitate to breed
d that stallion," Wolf
said.
Williams said he has
confidence in the ability
of federal and state officials to control the
situation.
He also said that occasional incidents of CEM
should be expected now
the foreign mares are
being allowed back into
the United States.

20%

OFF

Save Now On Our
Entire Vast Collection

ploti

Hours:
•
Irel Air
9-6 M-Th
.CSIItSr
9-8 Fri
Murray
9-5 Sot.
•

(1:LI-LFLS—L -LC -LS

Seedsocial:spetiaurice
Potatoes

Mon.-Sot. 9-9
Bel Air Center
Sun. 12-6641 N.

WAI:MART

753-8777
759-9995

'1050 100 Lbs.
Certified
Kennebec
and

Onion Sets,.Pontiac

NNoutico

White Yellow Red

Bulk Garden s
Seeds & Plants A

Plant Bed
Supplies

v
E

Canvas (Remay Nylon)
401.1LMAPLE ST
MURRAY
PLAN TO ATTEND THE

GRAND OPENING
SUNDAY. APRIL 4TH 1-6

S;7:50 All Sizes
Gas s1.10 Can

Fertilizer '5.00
Plastic (3 Mil)'9.50

r\J

All Sizes

Buchanan Feed

!
C

Mill
•
•753-5378

., Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.

L-C=1!

MURRAY KARATE CENTER
Offering Classes In Karate Training, Self
Defence and Fitness, For Men, Women &
Children Of All Ages.

Professional Instruction By:
Vic Milner & John Boyer
•Shotokan Master
*Advanced Blackbelt
In Several Styles
*15 Yrs. Experience In
Martial Arts•
*Chief.Instructor At
Center

::•:•:•

•Blackbelt Instructor
*Fitness Expert
*Strength Specialist
*1 8 Years Experience In
Fitness & Sports Training
*Owner Of Center

Rick Lindsey Second Degree Black Belt'

Brach's
Candy
Chicks &
Rabbits

Brach's
Malted
Milk Eggs

Jimmy The Jogger

Ruby's
Easter Egg
Color

c
3

Chocolate
Bunny

Willie Wacket
Cadbury

Creme
Eggs
Evening asses 6- P.M.
Saturdays 10-12 P.M.

Phone 753-6317
Evenings
For Appointment. ..
sbrk•
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Is winning everything?

Swim team registration

scheduled for Saturday

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Seven home games
in store for Racers

Sports analysis:

time, effort, talents or youth programs and putBy John Salerno
ting forth their best effort
money?"
Sports Writer
Q: Do children have to was stressed, then winn••Winning isn't
everything, it's the only reach a certain age ing kind of takes care of
arents should itself.
lewfo
ary aparents
thing." Those are the before
If you stop and think
'words of the late Vince allow them to compete in
about
it, that's really all a
particular
sport?
a
—.Lombardi, perhaps the
_greatest football coach of
A: The child's guy can do. If you place
all time.
chronological age is not all your emphasis on winBut __while winning is always
ood indication ning, then that means
everything in profes- of his physical .or mental about 99.4 percent of us
sional sports, is it that im- age. Some kids are small are losers.
Q: How would you go
portant to youngsters and frail while others the
setting up a comabout
who compete in organiz- same age may be a foot
ed sport?
taller and 50 pounds munity athletic program
for youngsters?
Dr. Chad Stewart is a heavier.
widely recognized expert
So you have to look at
A: If I were king of
of the conduct of "youth the individual child in youth sports for a day, I
sports," that is, organiz- terms of his or her would try to set up a
ed athletics programs physical size and the system which would
which operate in- sport they're considering. assure that kids got to
dependently of school The main question to ask play. It's not much fun to
programs. Examples are is, "Is the child mentally sit on the bench all sumLittle League baseball, and physically ready?"
mer.
Pop Warner football,
Q: Should children be
The system would also
hockey,soccer,etc.
Cflan-iiiled into a sport for limit the number of days
-- Stewart, chairman of which they are best- they could practice. My
the.
the- Department of suited for physically?
reason for saying that is
Recreation 'and Physical
A: I have some pro- that kids need to do some
Education at Murray blems with directing kids other things. They need to
State University for 17 into one sport at a very be able to go fishing and
years, suggests that win- young age. I'd rather see swimming...try out some
ning should only be a a smorgasbord approach different sports.
small part of the total ob- so they could be expoed to
Sometimes practice
jective ofSP6iiebr kids. a wide variety of ac- sessions dictate mat'they
Q: Do you think there is tivities.
do nothing else. The sport
too much emphasis on
Statistics indicate that should not become a
winning in youth sport professionals in the field drudgery.
programs?
have a very, very poor
There is an exiremely
A. It's a concern that prediction rate. We're large of children that parnearly everybody has wrong about 75 percent of ticipate in Little League,
that is involved with this the time in predicting the but the dropout rate is
type of program. I think size of a child and his also very sharp. This in-the problem is that we try future ability.
dicates that there must
--tO impose adult- values on
Q: If winning is not be something greatly apchildren. It's really not ;tressed at lower levels, pealing, but maybe we're
important to youngsters. how can athletes make also doing something
A very extensive the adjustment to high wrong.
s-urvey done at the school, where winning is
If we treat kids as kids
University of Michigan the goal of most rather than young adults,
asks kids ages 9 to 14 programs?
over a period of time, I
from all sports to list the
A: One answer is that don't think we would have
things they consider to be he or she is more mature the room to build all the
important, and winning and probably better able ball parks and gyms and
wasn't even on the list. -- to deal with it. Also, if running trails to acQ: What is the role of they have been in these commodate them.
parents who want their
child to participate in
athletics?
A: Parents should ask
themselves two questions. First they should
ask, "Why do they want
their child to be an
athlete?" Because he
Registration for 1982 swimmers to compete in
wants to and he's ex- Murray-Calloway Swim such as United States
pressed an interest, or Team will be Saturday at Swimming, high school
because they think it's 10 a.m. at Cheri Theater.
team and summer te'am.
important.
Swimmers may parAll ages and levels of
And the other thing I
ticipate in any or all three
think they need to ask is, swmmers are needed.
areas..
"What.„am...I willing to
Mg team offers a
For information call
contribute In terms Of variety diareas-for Toed '759-4538. '
- _

—

Seven home games, which represents the most
ever in a decade of football at Roy Stewart
Stadium, highlights the 1982 Murray State
University schedule announced by athletic director Johnny Reagan.
The Racers initiate their 56th season of football
competition for the seventh consecutive year
against Southeast Missouri on Sept. 4. Murray
State, shooting for a Division I-AA top 10 ranking
for the fourth straight season, opens conference
play Sept. 25 at Tennessee Tech.

WHO'S NEXT? — Last year Ron Greene (left) presented Lamont Sleets
with the Most Valuable Player Award for his performance on the Murray
State basketball team. This year's recipient wW be honored Monday night in
the University Center Ballroom at the 6:30 p.m. banquet. Ticket reservations
are still available by contacting the MSU basketball office, 762-6804.

Murray Tigers alter goals,
aim for state championship
By Jim Rector
Sports Editor
Cary Miller has shelved
his goal -_-`-.-eoaching a
state champion basketball team this season, but
in doing so, he pulled
down another goal — to
coach a state champion
baseball squad.
Miller, head basketball
and baseball coach at
Murray High, says his
squad is ready to begin
the 1982 season and continue their four-year winning streak.
"We've been district
and region champs the
last four years and our
kids are ready to make it
five," Miller said.
With the talent returning from last year's 19-10
squad, the Tigers' high
hopes could be within
reach.
Thirteen players, nine
lettermen, return to
Miller's fold, but despite
the numbers, the Tiger
coach says some key
positions need to be filled.
"A lot of our kids are
coming back, but some
were pinch runners and
backups to other guys in
the lineup. We've got
some experimenting to do
to find where everybody
goes, but that's what
we'll - be- -doing the first

part of the season. Tour- rival Calloway County.
nament time is what we'll And as yet, Miller hasn't
be working for anyway," announced his starting
a
lineup.
Miller said.
"We've got several
The Tigers lost -seven
seniors from last year's players fighting for a
bunch, two advanced to number of positions and
the college ranks. Bruce we'll just have to see how
Taylor is currently pit- things work out," Miller
ching in California, while said.
At first base David McTony Herndon plays a little closer to home for the Cuiston, Keith Houston
Murray State and Jim West are vying
7:30 p.m.
Southeast Missouri
Sept. 4
for the starting role while
Thoroughbreds.
7:30 p.m.
Central Missouri
Sept. 18
"Quality players," second base sees Jon Bill7:30 p.m.
at Tennessee Tech
Sept. 25
Miller calls his lost ington and Darren
12:30 p.m.
at Morehead State
Oct. 2
players, yet Hooper as prime can7:30 p.m.
UT Martin
Oct.9
replacements will be didates along with Tom
2:00 p.m.
Middle Tennessee
Oct. 16
Schwettman, temfound, he adds.
Homecoming
The Tiger pitching porarily sidelined with an
1:30 p.m.
Southwest Missouri
Oct. 23
staff, loaded with arm injury.
Parent's Day
McMillen, who was a
righthanders, will be a
Oct. 30
at Eastern Kentucky
12:30p.m.
positive factor for the regular at second base
Nov.6
at Austin Peay
1:30p.m.
squad this season. Miller the past two years, has
Nov. 13
Akron _
says his staff can go "six been moved to shortstop
1:311p.m.
Scont Day
or seven deep" with -any where Miller says he'll
Nov.20
1:30 p.m.
Western Kentucky
Media Appreciation Day
one of them capable of be- see the most action this
year.
ing our ace this year."
Pace nailed down the
Returning to anchor the
mound duties are a cou- third base slot last year
ple of four-game winners and will be backed there
— Darren Hooper (441 by-Jeff-Downey. Pace is
and David Milton ( 4-3). also in line for receiving
Seniors Ronnie Pace and duties along with catcher
David McMillen along Wade Smith.
The tentative Tiger outwith sophomore lefty
Cary Miller, Jr., will field consists of Mark
serve their turns in the Boggess, a sophomore
LEXINGTON, Ky. agreeable to Claiborne,
who staked a claim on the (API — Terry Henry said who has stressed the imrotation.
The Tigers open Friday centerfield job last year, he wanted to go out a win- portance of developing a
at 4 p.m. at the old citi flanked by Mike Toth and ner, so he asked Ken- winning' attitude at Kenpark field against district Gary Galloway.
wis -hired
tifekY football- Coach tUc'ky
/
2
Jerry Claiborne to to replace Fran Curci 31
remove him from the months ago.
And Claiborne's efforts
Wildcat quarterbacking
apparently are paying
corps.
"I've been practicing off.
"There's a whole new
NEW GROWERS NEEDED NOW
at tailback and I hope I
around
environment
stay _there," said the
here," said tight end
native,
Tenn.,
Knoxville,
'Contracts Available I
who will be a senior in the Todd Shadowen, who also
Total UNITED Plan assures you top
fall. "This is my last go- will be a senior.
profits. Write _or Call about this
round and I want to do "Everybody's starting
over again with a fresh
great opportunity.
whatever! can to win."
approach."
UNITED FUR BROKERS
The three-year
"It's like starting over
A
5710 Kingston Pike, Suite 4
scouting report on Henry again with a clean slate,"
has been "good run, no agreed Henry. "I think
Knoxville:Tennessee 37919
pass." He ended the 1980 that's the reason for all
615/584-4109
season
at running back the enthusiasm.
Gentlemen
I am interested in United Ranching
because of a broken hand.
for profit. Send me complete information of
"He has us thinking
"I think I can help this positively. ... Coach
Facts, Figures and Potential of United Ranching.
JAdults only.)
team more at tailback. -Claiborne believes in
because I like to play working. He believes in
-NAME
physical," Henry said. winning. That's why he's
ADDRESS
quarterbacki—Veen iniiiccessful in the"Playing
CITY
you have to maintain a past. His attitude is carPHONE
certain amount of cool. rying over to the team."
AGE
MARRIED
I'd rather play hard."
"We're starting back
OCCUPATION
SINGLE
That should be from Square One and going forward," said defensive guard coach Bill
Glaser, who was held
over from Curci's staff.
"We have a clean slate
and the attitude is indicative of that. The
coaches that have come
in here have been winners. They've been a success and they're confident. That has carried
over tiiyone."
The first week of spring
practice ended Wednesday_ and the Wildcats
prepilied—fOr scrimmages. -- —
" t's been more
organized than you might
think," said Shadowen.
"We've had a real good
winter conditioning program and everyone
seems to be in good
shape. We're looking forward to vetting things
done."

Racer
football
schedule

UK quarterback
prefers tailback

Rabbit Raisers

OPEN 24 HOURS
Ice Cream
Cones

el(q

IWe Need You

p

Valvoline
All-Climate
Motor Oil
10-W-30
4-40
•

Two new opponents will make their debut on
the Murray State schedule this season as Central
Missouri visits Roy Stewart Stadium Sept. 18 and
Southwest Missouri provides home opposition
Oct. 23.
Murray State also has home contests against
UT Martin, Middle Tennessee, Akron and
Western Kentucky. The Oct. 16 encounter with
Middle Tennessee has been designated as
Homecoming.
Seven of the Racers 11 opponents posted winning or break-even records last season, includirg
Division I-AA runner-up Eastern Kentucky.
"I'm glad to have seven at home," said Racer
coach Frank Beamer. "But that's a little
misleading §ince all four of our road games are
against conference teams and we have just three
OVC games at home."
-T"It's a tough schedule because!feel everyone
in the league will be improved," added Beamer.
"We've got our work cut out for us."

The Green Apple II
Restaurant & Lounge

, •
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Qualifying for Wimbledon
balances on Borg decision
.

1
BOWLING WINNERS — Magic Tri Bowling League recently honored
several of its top bowlers during the league's annual awards banquet. Individual award winners included (left photo, from left) Judy Hale, high individual game handicap and 100 pins over her average; Lois Smith, high
average and all-spare game;and Betty Hopkins,most improved howler. The
league's top team, Public Ice Service, was also honored. Members of the
squad include (top photo, from left) Betty Parrish, Peggy Bebber, Ethelene
McCallon,Linda Johnson and Pat Hesselrode.
Photos by Hal Rice

WIMBLEDON, All-England Club.
England (AP) — If Bjorn
"There are no facilities
Borg has to qualify for for spectators or securiWimbledon it will shake ty. They will just have to
the Bank of England. But do without spectators.
It will not move the All- None will be allowed in if
England Tennis Club, Borg plays."
that very British instituBurnett goes to Monte
tion that rides every
Carlo next week to concalamity and goes its own sult the
Professional Tenway.
is Council concerning
The Bank of England
- owns the little tennis club the Swedish star, five
'tithes Wimbledon chamat Boehampton, where
pion and the world's unevery year 32 lesser
disputed No.1 until John
players compete in a McEnroe took his
qualifying tournament from him last year.crown
for the last Wimbledon
places.
Under the rules, Borg
"I should think the must either play in a
Bank of England will be minimum of 10 Grand
jolly worried if Borg has Prix tournaments in 1982
to play there," said Air or qualify for Wimbledon
Chief Marshal Sir Brian like any newcomer to the
Burnett, chairman of the circuit. Until now, he has

not agreed to do either.
If Borg does not-play at
Wimbledon, which opens
June 21, a lot of fans will
be disappointed. But the
All-England Club has
taken bigger disasters in
its stride.
In 1973, almost the entire squad of professionals walked out of
Wimbledon at short
notice in a dispute over
Yugoslavia's Nikki Pilic,
who was suspended
because he refused to
play for his country in the
Davis Cup.
That might have been
expected
Wimbledon as a speclacle. Instead,the crowds
were among the biggest
of all time.

Lemon, Weaver face final seasons

Big news in AL East concerns Jackson heading west
One of a series
By Herschel Nissenson
AP Sports Writer
Bob Lemon and Earl Weaver are in their final
seasons as managers of the Nbw York Yankees and
Baltimore Orioles and Bobby Cox starts his finst
with the Toronto Blue Jays. But the biggest news In
the American League East this year is Reggie
Jackson's defection from New York to California.
Despite the Yankees' World Series loss, Lemon
was given one f.II1. year at the.. helm for his
longtime loyaltito vittertieorteSfruitienner.,
frie owner bade Jackson farewell — whether it
- was a fond one remains open to discussion — after
acquiring Ken Griffey from Cincinnati for right
field. The rest of the outfield has Dave Winfield in
left, Jerry Mumphrey in center. All can fly and the
Bronx Bombers have become Steinbrenner's
Striders, although Lemon insists it "doesn't mean
that the Yankees are forgoing the long ball."
The infield finds Graig Nettles, Bucky Dent-and
Willie Randolph hick at third, second and short,
respectively, and first base will be platooned between Dave Revering and Bob Watson, with Rick
Cerone behind the plate. That doesn't leave much
room for free agent Dave Collins except as
designated hitter, where he must contend with
Oscar Gamble and Lou Piniella.
With Rick Reuschel ailing, the Yankees traded
with San Francisco for right-hander Doyle Alex-

SCOREBOARD

Free Mounting

Spring Tire Sale

Free Balancing

•ECONOMY PRICED RADIAL PERFORMANCE
• WIDE TREAD PROVIDES EXTRA TRACTION
•SILKY SMOOTH RIDE

Pro baseball
Major League Baaeball
Exhibition Season
Wednesday's Gaines
Los Angeles 8,Boston 7, 10 innings
Montreal 3. Texas.
Atlanta 7, Houston 3
Cincinnati 7, New York(NCI 2
Philadelphia S. Detroit 1
Kansas City 4, Pittsburgh 3, 11 inntags
St.Loois 4,Toronto 3
BaltiMore 4, Chicago(AL)3
Chicago(NI.)3,San Francisco 2
San Diego 5. Milwaukee 1
California 6,Seattle 3
Oakland 3,Cleveland I
New York (AL)9, Univ. of Southern
Florida I
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia vs. New York (NU at
St.Petersbarg,Fla.
St.Louis vs. Pittsburgh (58) at
Bradenton,Fla.
Montreal vs. Atlanta at West Palm
Beach, Fla.
New York I AL I vs. Cincinnati at
Tampa,Fla.
Houton vs. •Boston at Winter Haven,
Fla.
Pittsburgh (SS( vs. Chicago (AL) at
Sarasota,Fla.
Toronto vs. Detroit at Lakeland,Fla.
Texas vs. Kansas City at Fort Myers,
Fla.
Baltimore vs. Minnesota at Orlando,
Flo.
Oakland vs. Chicago ( NL) at Mesa,
Ark.
San Francisco vs. Seattle at Tempe,
Ariz..
Cleveland vs. Milwaukee at Sun City,
Ariz.
San Diego Stalest San Diego

ander, who was with the team in 1976. He joins Ron
Guidry, Tommy John and Dave Righetti, The
bullpen of Goose Gossage and Ron Davis is as
strong as any.
The Milwaukee Brewers had the best overall
record in the division last year, but lost a playoff
series to the Yankees. Yet, Manager Buck Rodgers
feels that"many of our players didn't have the type
of year we expected them to have. Thus, if mot of
;
our people have-tV-utirmar year althe plate loi-u5"we think we are capable of winning the rugged
,
The Brewers return relief sensation Rothe
Fingers, who won the AL Most Valuable Player and
Cy Young Awards. The starters are Pete
Vuckovich, Moose Haas, Mike Caldwell, Randy
Lerch and Bob McClure.
Catcher Ted Simmons has had a year to acclimate himself to AL pitchers: Paul Molitor, who
triggers the offense, has been moved from the outfield to third base,joining Cecil Cooper at first, Jim
Gantner at second and Robin Yount at short.
Molitor's spot in right will be filled by Mark
Brouhard, with Ben Oglivie in left, slugger Gorman
Thomas in center and Larry Hisle the DH.
Weaver has announced this will be his swan song
in the Baltimore dugout. He hopes to makes it
something to remember_ if the pitchers — Jim
Palmer, Mike Flanagan, Dennis Martinez, Scott
McGregor — stay healthy and the home run power
reverts to its accustomed output.

Your
.
, Cost

Size

P165/80R1 3 A 1A378
P185/75R13 BR"
13
P185/75R14DR1478
P195/75R14 ERF8
14
P205/75R14 F R78
14
P215/75R14'8
P205/75R15 FR78
15
DEALER P215/75f115 G7578
INQUIRIES
INVITED P225/75R15"17
P235/75R15"
•TWOPOLYESTER CORD RADIAL PLIES

*TWO FIBERGLAS CORD BELTS
•WHITE SIDEWALL

38.95
42.95 ..
46.95
47.9S
48.95
50.95 ,
48.95
50.95
53.95
57.95

Pitcher Sammy Stewart is Weaver's ace in the
hole should someone falter, while the bullpen will be
tough if Tim Stoddard's returns to his 1980 form-to
joinTippy Martinez.
The left side of the infield will have a new look —
Cal Ripken Jr. at third and Lenn Sakata or Bob Bonner at short to go with holdovers Rich Dauer at
second and switch-hitting slugger Eddie Murray at
first. The outfield has been strengthened by the addition of Dan Ford from California, to join Ken
Singleton, Al Bumbry and Gary Roenicke, although
Singleton may be the No.1 DH. Rick Dempsey and- -Dan Graham provide capable catching.
The Detroit Tigers, may be ready to explode.
"With the experience gained from last year's pennant run, we're going to be competitive right to the
end," promises Manager Sparky Anderson. _
The Tigers traded for outfielders Chet Lemon and
Larry Herndon to provide some right-handed hitting. Kirk Gibson is the third outfielder. Detroit is
strong up the middle with Lance Parrish behind the
plate and -a slick double play combo in shortstop
Alan Trammell and second baseman Lou Whitaker.
However, the infield corners leave something to be
desired and there could be a shortage of, starters
behind Jack Morris,Dan Petry and Milt Wilcox.
The Boston Red Sox have firepower in outfielders
Jim Rice and Dwight Evans,third baseman Carney
Lansford, second baseman Jerry Remy, plus Dave
Stapleton and veterans Carl Yastrzemski and Tony
Perez.

The bullpen is well-stocked with Mark Clear,Tom
I3urgmeier and Bob Stanley.
The Cleveland Indians had more starters than
they knew what to do with — until Bert Blyleven
came down with a sore elbow and Rick Sutcliffe suffered a thumb injury. That still leaves Len Barker,
Rick Waits, John Denny, Dan Spillner, Silvio Martinez and Lary Sorensen, with Ed Whitson in the
bullpen.
Catcher Ron Hassey will be challenged by rookie
Chris Bando. Mike Hargrove is-at first, Toby Harrah at third. There's also the new DP combo of second baseman Jack Perconte and shortstop Jerry
Dybzinski. Rick Manning,Miguel Dilone, Joe Charbonean- and standout rookie Von Hayes are
available for the outfield. Manager Dave Garcia
would like to find a spot — first base or DH — for
Andre Thornton's bat.
Cox turned the Atlanta Braves into a respectable
group and hopes to do the same in Toronto, where
the Blue Jays never have finished anything but last
in their five-year history.
He has same fine . roung talent in pitchers Dave
Stieb and Jim Clancy and outfielders Lloyd Moseby
and George Bell. Other holdovers include DH Otto
Velez, John Mayberry at first, Damaso Garcia at
second and Alfredo Griffin at short. The Blue Jays
are hoping for big things, though perhaps not this
year, from shortstop Tony Fernandez, outfielder
Jesse Barfield and catcher Gene Petralli.

The look
of morefor th
priceof less.

*plas F.E.T. 1.67 to 2.98 each
tire *strode-in.

BARRE'TT'S SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St., Murray, Ky.

753-9868

Pro basketball
National Basketball Asasdation
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Soutiiern Optical would like

-

to make the world
look better toyou.

You can be confident in eyewearfrom Southern
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
It comes td.your eyes. In feat, we take extra
steps in grinding, polishing and testing your
lenses to convert your prescription into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
available anywhere. And that could make slot
of things look better to you.
For a free copy of our booklet,"Extra steps
to excellence,"stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
or call 753-0422.

Select spring white Highlights'
dressed in the latest fashion trims and
touches. And now Spring Sale priced
$12 or $15. Sale ends April 11.

At Payless ShoeSource, prices gre
normally less. And during our Spring
Sale, you'll pay even less than less.

Now payeven less than kiss.
MURRAY

Central Sn000ng Censor
00on goni-apm Daily. 124pm Sunder/

146 unfit you to shine
h--

pADucki

CAPE GIRARDEAU

BIg K Stopping ar

350 Sierlh Kings Highway
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
regiment
Wedaesday's Pearls
2 Makes
flawless
A BO ECM CCEC
3 Nahocx
COU CCCC GUCCI
sheep
UC OCCOLUNUU
4 And Lat
UCCUU 00UU
5 Ship smog
CU LOW 11110U
6 River duck
CCU ZOC OIDOOO
7 Sweet
C CCU CCU U0
Polita0
MOO CLIC MCA,
8Tellurium
OCUU 1200 CC
symbol
9 Ventilate
CUM MOM
10 Made ready
LOCUM:MOO CO 1UrlsZls ..
LOBE COCO CC
16 Outward
MCC COCO UC*
nce
appeara
forth
17 Send
20 Courageous 31"13imitan river 44 Couch
33 Zodiac sign 45 Attitude
person
46 Army meal
34 Chair
22 Diphthoqg
48 Before
36 Ordinary
25 Caesar s
50 School gp
writing
tongue
37 Auxiliary verb 51 Morning
26 Haul
moisture
39 — Paso
27 Evalutated
53 Earth
40 Scrub;
28 Soak up
goddess
41 Pliant
29 In what
_54 Negative
-42- Aroma manner-2

sort

—
4k—

—

14 Green land
15 Macaw
16 Picture
holder
18 Soak
19 Supposing
that
20 Call
21 New Eng,
State
23 NJ's neighbor
24 Choose
26 Crown
28 Frighten
29 Torrid
30 Exist
32 Director
Preminger
-33131138
34 Stalk
35 Greek letter
36 Church
bench
37 Sows
38 Pismo Peter

. .

Counties lose veto over hazardous waste plants
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Counties will lose
their veto power over
hazardous waste
facilities under a bill that
received final approval
an the final day of the
regular session of the 1982
-General Assembly.
A conference committee hammered out a compromise between the
Senate and House on
Wednesday. Each house
agreed_ to the compromise despite charges
by one legislator that an
agreement on the bill had
been violated.
The bill would allow the
special board to select a
site for a hazardous
waste disposal facility
over the possible objections of local officials,
who were given veto
power over such facilities
in 1980.
The conference committee recommendation
would require waste to be
treated before being
disposed of at the facility
and would prohibit a
landfill facility within one
mile of any incorporated
city in Jefferson County.
It also would not allow
any application for a
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40 Food fish
41 — be it
43 Behold'
44 Command to
a cat
45 UK_leader
47 Poem
49 Reel
51 Female deer
52-Loss of '
memory
55 Elm
56 Swiss river
57 Is in debt
DOWN
I Turkish
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8 Hits lightly
12 Pre-Easter
time
13 Soup of a
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However, Sen. Gene
ment order — buying fire and
provisions of Senate Bill 7 withdraw an amend
, R-Prospect, one
Stuart
on
penalties tornado insurance
sponsored by Sen. Jack increasing the
few legislators to
the
of
h
throug
ty
proper
state
for causing a minor to
Trevey, R-Lexingon.
t the bill, said
agains
vote
y or competitive bidding.
premiums
The bill will require engage in drug activit
nce
insura
that
ures
proced
g
biddin
The
offenses.
y and the
that the state Board of felony criminal
anywa
down
are
Also on its way to Gov. implemented by Brown
be ennot
Pharmacy develop a list
may
s
saving
instate
d
Jr. is a bill have reduce
g
biddin
the
to
of drugs'that cannot be John Y. Brown
due
law what surance premiums by tirely
inan
is
substituted for a lower- putting into
Stuart
s.
proces
a
n
millio
y been more than $1
priced, therapeutically Brown has alread
surance agent.
ive, year.
execut
h
throug
doing
t
Curren
equivalent drug.
law requires a
voluminous listing of
drugs thatare permitted
"We have at least a —
to be substituted for other
FRANKFORT, Ky. bill-room workers and month's work before we
e
-tim
part
drugs.
(AP) — About 250 people other
getting
Trevey said the only employed for the General employees would stay for even think about
d
Hellar
m,"
interi
the
into
in
n
bill
his
sessio
to
provision added
Assembly session are the three-day
would require the state preparing to vacate the mid -April when the said.
Interim committees
attorney general's con- State Capitol after their legislators will consider
begin work in June or
will
n
John
divisio
Gov.
tion
by
protec
vetoes
any
sumer
busiest day's work.
on possible legislaJuly
to distribute free educaAnd more than 40 Y.Brown Jr.
the next General
for
tion
me
law
full-ti
the
on
191
al
But for the
tional materi
Legislative Research
the AqqemblY. and the LRC
tostate pharmacists.
Commission employees L-RC employees,
will assign staff members
.
extenThe bill had been
who doubled up on offices busiest time is ahead
n
Among the tasks -are to study the 1982 sepio
sively changed by the to make room for- the initems
a
agend
t
sugges
and
House, and the Senate flux are moving back to checking And filing away
had refused to go along their regular desks with the more than 800 House for those committees.
The General Assembly
with the changes. The their busiest days ahead bills and more than 400
be returning in
will
the,
durto
up
taken
issue then went
Senate bills
,
of them.
ry
Janua for an organizaconference committee.
Senators and represen- ing the session.
tional session, a 10-day
rs
also
The legislature
LRC staff membe
tatives were looking formeeting to elect leaders,
the
and
to
e
sent
compil
and
must,
passed
ward to leaving after also
committees and
choose
governor a bill increasing Wednesday's final print a final version of the
rules.
adopt
d,
lRecor
smugg
e
for
ies
lativ
the penalt
legislative day of the 1982 Legis
And the part-time
ing marijuana and con- session. Senate President which gives the results of
may be called
forces
and
into
sful
trolled substances
Joe Prather, D-Vine action on succes
jails and prisons. Ap- Grove, sai,d he would unsuccessful bills -and back into action long
before the next scheduled
proval came after the celebrate "by going home amendments.
n of the General
sessio
will
to
ed
clerks
agre
al
e
Sever
Hous
and attempting to pick up
bly in 1984, Hellard
Assem
where I left off in attemp-- work on a journal compilsaid.
sesthe
of
s
ing the minute
ting to make a living."
The possibility of a
And some signs of mov- sion, a two- to thfee-week
l session on budget
specia
be
will,
I ng were evident job, and that
s has been raised
matter
sumlate
in
hed
publis
elsewhere in the Capitol.
times, and
al
sever
A carton tagged "Keep," mer,, said Courtenay J. Hellard said he expected
y
deput
LRC
r,
propped open the door Walke
one "when the financial
OLYMPIC PLAZA
leading to clerical offices thr,.oe for legislative
picture out of Washington
tucked away behind the services.
—the--Reagan--budget-.---.
-e-the
compil
v
• Shop Every-Night-til 9-p.
thers-i
--O
few
Senate galleriesTA"
up;
shapes
be
Shop Sundays 1-5
desks had already been successful bills to
"We can anticipate
the
as
es
volum
in
bound
Cleaned out.
substantial cuts in
BEL AIR CENTER
LRC Director Vic Acts of the General
eral funds
fed
task
that
and
Hellard Jr. said only a Assembly,
ssitating
Now Shop Every Night til 8 p.m.
nece
few of the 250 clerks, should be complete by Ju- realignment of our
of
Shop Sundays 1-5
date
ve
secretaries, couriers, ly 15, the effecti
budget," he said.
floor aides, gallery aides, laws passed this session.

hazardous waste facility
before July 1, 1983 and
would increase the liability insurance that the
operator of such a facility
must carry.
Rep. Pete Worthington,
D-Ewing, argued against
adopting the report, saying he wanted to add a
provision to require that
at least 50 percent of the
waste disposed of in the
facility would be properly
treated.
Rep. Hank. List, DLexington,said he felt the
provisions of the bill adequately provided for
treatment of the waste.
But Worthington said it
only contained "a lot of
goosey words that make
it sound good," and did
not contain the protections List claimed.
Worthington said he
had an agreement from
the Brown administration
and some members of the
conference committee
that the 50 percent provision would be added to
the bill.
The legislature also apKenproved changes
tucky's generic drug-law
after agreeing to return
largely to the original

Workers to vacate offices

EXPANDED HOURS
Minnens New Hours
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Maximum efficient yield that's what
you get with STEWART SX 77. But
make more profit by better market
management. That's where the Money
is...selling right.

Seed Corn
Join an exclusive group - Stewart
Seed Corn Customers - and get the
regular grain market management letter written exclusively for Stewart
Seed Customers by Dana Stewart.
See Your
Stewart Dealer...now!

• Plenty of U.S. Choice Beef
strips fried to a golden brown
•1461,--ansp french fries a 2
Southern-style hush puppies

12th 8, Olive
753-9383

Captain D'at
seafood & hamburgers
...like you like It

ef
Kentucky news llein bri
LOUISVILLE, Ky.

SOMERSET, Ky.(AP)
— Funeral services were
held Wednesday for Dr.
Robert F. Jasper, whose
career in medicine, the
ministry, state politics
and civic affairs spanned
63 years.
Jasper died at a
Somerset nursing home
Monday after a lengthy ilmess. He was 96.
Jasper, a Republican,
was elected without opposition to the state
Senate in 1947 and served
until 1952. He sponsored a
weekly radio program,
"The Voice of Truth,"
from 1954 to 1975.
He ww an alumnus of
Berea College, the

ure seven speakers
Revivalservices to feat
rs will be Dale day
Seven speakers will be
featured during revival
services at Owens Chapel
Baptist Church, Highway
783, Penny-Airport Road.
They will start Sunday
and continue through
Saturday at 7 p.m. each
evening.

Special Introductory
Offer $48 a bag
See or Call Clifton
McCallon

435-4472

University of Louisvi
Medical School and (AP) — The Bureau of
Southern Ba ptist Manpower Services will
begin taking job applicaTheological Seminary.
Jasper practiced fami- tions in about two weeks
ly medicine in Harlan and for the Louisville
Pulaski counties for Galleria,said officials.
several years after
James R. Lesousky,
receiving his medical director of the Louisville
degree in 1908. He receiv- offices for the bureau,
ed a divinity degree in said he expects there will
1927 and pastored several be around 1,000 job openchurches in Harlan Coun- ings.
ty.
While the bureau will
Jasper, who returned to
taking applications
being
Somerset in 1941 and in April, he said, most of
resumed his medical
the hiring- won't be done
practice, estimated he
until August.
had delivered more than
retir,
Many of the jobs will
6,000 babies before
require retail and clerical
ing in 1971.
skills.

Speake
Sheridan,Sunday; Calvin
Wilkins, Monday; Ronnie
Adams, Tuesday; Terry
Sills, Wednesday; Randy

Special music and
singing will be presented
,
at each service.
The church pastor, the
Ricky Cunningham,
Rev.
Shelton, Thursday; Jimat worship serspeak
will
and
;
Friday
Stom,
my
Sunday.
a.m.
11
at
Waid Copeland, Satur- vices

Combination Meat &
Potatoes Sale
10 Lb. Bulk Pure Ground Beef

PRE-SEASON SALE
On Lloyd Outdoor Furnitue

Plus 20 Lb. Bag of
All For Only $1469
White Potatoes
14 Lb. Box Pure Ground Beef
Patties Quarter Pound, Plus
20 Lb. White Potatoes AU For Only$21 19
--Order Your Baked Ham
For Easter Now
Choice Sides Of Beef

HIGH BACK
SPRING BASE
ARM CHAIR.
C-6112

275 Lbs. to 300 Lbs. cut wriPP"Fr"

Lb.1 39

Pilaw Tsar Orders Is

Wholesale & Retai! Meat

SPRING SASE
ARM CHAIR C-6034

."FIBEACRAFT" is an exclusive outdoor furniture fabric developed by LLOYD and proven through many years of successful use. It has an "cooled" weave that remains
pleasantly cool...einsn. when exposed to the sun for long
soap and
periods. The fabric is easy to clean with warmse
water. .The fabric also has a natural "give" becau of steel
Wire riiinkwcing Pt saith horizontal strand.

r"
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MitS "V IL) IRE

GIBSON HAM CO.
"MO Is' 16111

!I/

Jed St

NOIR17:011. :00 Mon.-Fri.

We Accept feel
Stases

'Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murroy

a

•
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1, Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

$400.00
as possible upon the quantity of water used
$200.00
ORDINANCE NUMBER 751
or supplied each such lot, parcel of land,
In the event the cost to the City exceeds
AN ORDINANCE CHANGING AND
building or premises as determined by
the above tap-on fees, a determination of the
ESTABLISHING NEW WATER AND
reading of water meters supplying water.
actual cost shall be made by the SuperintenSEWER RATES FOR CUSTOMERS INAll sewer customers of the City of Murray
dent of the Water and Sewer Department
SIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CITY OF MURWater and Sewer shall pay for sewer serand such cost shall be the responsibility of
RAY CORPORATE LIMITS AND
vices according to the following schedule:
the water or sewer customer.
REPEALING ORDINANCES 739 AND 696.
SEWER RATES
The above tap-on fees are in addition to
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNGallons Rate Per
Inside
the Water and Sewer rates presently in efCIL OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENPer Month Thousand
City
fect,or which may hereafter be adopted.
TUCKY,AS FOLLOWS:
Gallons
SECTION IV. The foregoing rates and
SECTION I. The following schedule of
$4.00
Minimum Rate
charges for the use of and services rendered
water rates is hereby established by the City
2.00
2,000
For the First
by the City of Murray Water and Sewer
of Murray for water furnished to its
1.69
2,000
For the Next
System as established by the preceding seccustomers:
1.49
2,000
For the Next
tions shall become effective from and after
A rate of fifty cents (500 per 1,000 gallons
1.28
2,000
Next
the
For
the first meter reading following June 1,
water
City
for
the
by
used
charged
shall be
1.08
2,000
For the Next
1982. The schedule of rates and charges
of Murray for commercial purposes. "Com.95
50,000
Next
the
For
prescribed by this ordinance shall be revisuswater
all
as
defined
is
mercial purposes"
.68
60,000
All Over
ed from time to time as may be necessary in
ed by the City of Murray other than water
Gallons Rate Per
Outside
order that the City may comply with any
used through fire hydrants. In all bill
covenants and undertakings securing any
Per Month Thousand
City
charges the amount of such charges shall be
Gallons
bonds of said City which may be outstanding
subject toa minimum charge of $4.00 for the
$4.80
Minimum Rate
from time to time and which by their terms
first 2,000 gallons of water used or supplied.
2.40
2,000
For the First
are in any manner payable from the revenue
The City of Murray shall pay $48.00 each,
2.03
2,000
For the Next
of any combined and consolidated municipal
per year,for the first one hundred (100) fire
1.79
waterworks and sewerage system of said Ci2,000
For the Next
hydrants maintained by the City of Murray.
1.54
2,000
For the Next
ty.
All additional fire hydrants maintained over
1.30
2,000
For the Next
SECTION V. Ordinances 739 and 696 are
and above the sum of one hundred (100, the
1.14
50,000
For the Next
hereby repealed. All other ordinances or
City of Murray shall pay for same at the rate
.82
60,000
All Over
portions or ordinances of the City of Murray,
of $33.60 each per year.
In the event a lot, parcel of land, building
Kentucky 'in conflict herewith are hereby
All other water customers of the City of
or premises, discharging sewage, water or
repealed to the extent of such conflict and to
Murray Water and Sewer System shall pay
other liquid wastes, as aforesaid, uses water
such extent only. In all other respects, Orfor water according to the following
dinance Number 371 is hereby reaffirmed.
supplied on other than a metered basis from
schedule:
either a private or a public water supply,
ADOPTED AND APPROVED ON THE
WATER RATES
occuor
owner
the
READING THE 11 DAY OF
case
such
each
in
then
FIRST
Gallons Rate Per
Inside
MARCH,1982.
pant may be required to cause a water
Per Month Thousand
City
meter or other measuring device to be inADOPTED AND APPROVED ON THE
Gallons
to
or
to
Council
acceptable
the
City
stalled,
READING THE 25 DAY OF..
SECOND
Minimum Rate
$4.00
1982..
other
any
or
Works
Public
the
Committee,
MARCH,
2.00
2,000
For the First
Holmes kills, Mayor
board or body of said City which may be in
1.25
2,000
For the Next
Clerk
City
municipal
the
of
Crass,
Jo
control
Attest:
and
charge
1.10
2,000
For the Next
sewerage system and the quantity of water
.95
2,000
For the Next
used, as measured by such meter, shall
2,000
.80
For the Next
the sewage rate, rental or
determine
_
SHERIFF'S SALE
50,000
.70
Next
the
For
charge, 2.4C1 pending installation of such
60,000
.50
All Over
meter, rates, rentals or charges, shall be
Gallons Rate Per
Outside
Per Month Thousand-'based upon an estimated quantity of waterCity
used,- i.:wv-ided that, pending such installaBy virtue of..3 Judgment in the Calloway
Gallons
tion of water meters in private dwellings,
Circuit Court, in favor of Purdom's, Inc.
$4.80
Minimum Rate
the sewage rate, rental or charge shall be as
against James Pete Rutledge and execu2,000
2.40
For the First
follows,to-wit:
tion upon said Judgment, the Sheriff of
1.50
2,000
For the Next
$4.80
1,2 or 3- Rooth House
Calloway County will offer for sale on the
2,000
1.32
For the Next
8.70
4, 5 o76 - Room House
21 day of April, 1982, at the hour of 10:00
2000,
1.14
For the Next
10.60
More than 6 rooms
a.m., at the South door of the Courthouse
2,000
.96
For the Next
SECTION III. Each customer applying for
in Murray, Kentucky, the following
50,000
.84
For the Neat /
new water_or_sanitary sewerage connectiondescribed personal property:
60,000
.60
All Over
A White/Westinghouse Window Air Conto the municipal water and sewerage system
SECTION'II. The following sewer rates
27,000 BTU, Model AS277B2K1,
water
ditioner,
following
the
by
set
fee
the
pay
shall
Murare hereby established by the City of
Serial Number ABD 213184.
and sewer tap-on schedule:
ray for sewer service furnished to its
The terms of sale will be cash to the
WATER TAP-ONS
customers:
highest and best bidder, with possession
Outside
Inside
Tap Size
There is hereby established a schedule of
granted the successful purchaser the day
City
City
rates and charges for the use of and services
of sale or at anytime within one Ii; week
$150.00
$300.00
Inch
ki
rendered by the municipal sewerage system
thereafter.
400.00
200.00
Inch
1
of the City of Murray, Kentucky which shall
The air conditioner can be examined at
600.00
300.00
1't Inch
be paid by the owner or occupant of each and
office of Purdom's, Inc., at 202 South
the
700.00
Inch
2
350.00
every lot, parcel of land, building or
Fifth Street, Murray,Kentucky.
Cost
Cost
Inches
2
Over
All
premises throughout the City discharging
SEWER TAP-ONS
sewage, water, or other liquid wastes conOutside
Inside
DAVID M. BALENTINE,SHERIFF
nected with the municipal sewerage system.
City
City
The rates and charges shall be based insofar

NOTICE
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers
for sale two tracts of standing timber containing an estimated 640,986 board feet of
hardwood sawtimber and 1,271 cords of
hardwood poletimber, and 1,100 cords of
pine pole-timber. The two timber sale
areas are in Land Between The Lakes
located as follows:
Work Area 7 sale contains a cruisevolume estimated 1,100 cords of PINE
poletimber and is located approximately 5
miles south of the North Information Station adjacent to public roads 111 and 114 in
Lyon County, Kentucky.
Work Area 58 sale contains selectively
marked hardwood timber estimated at
640,986 board feet of sawtimber and 1,271
cords of poletimber and is located approximately 9 miles northwest of Dover, Tennessee in Stewart County, Tennessee.- Sealed bids will be received by the
Forest and Open Land Management Section, Land Between The Lakes, Tennessee
Valley Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky
42231, until 10 a.m., Central Standard
Time, April 22, 1982.
Parties interested in inspecting the
aforementioned timber should contact the
above office. Office hours are 7:00 a.m. to
3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid
forms and detailed information may be
obtained from the Forest and Open Land
Management Section, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
telephone number 502/924-5602.

PROPOSED USE
HEARING NOTICE
A Revenue Sharing Proposed Use Hearing will be held on April 13, 1982, at 1:30
p.m. in the Calloway County Courthouse
by the CQuoty Judp/Executive foF,Lhe
purposrbt receiving eaninents, orWor _
written, for possible uses for $10,000 of
unappropriated -Revenue Sharing funds in
the County's Revenue Sharing Trust Fund
and $265,620 Revenue Sharing funds expected by Calloway County during its
1982-83 Fiscal Year. All citizens, especially senior citizens, are invited to attend.
George H.WealtsCounty Judge/Executive
Public Notice
The Murray Planning Commission has
received a request to rezone one parcel of
land located off U.S. 641 South, north and
northeast of Taylor chevrolet from R-4
( multi-family Ito B-2(highway business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,
April 20, 1982 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chamber of City Hall. All interested persons
are invited to attend and participate. A legal
description of the property follows:
Being a part of the S.E. Qtr. of S. 34, T. 2.,
R. 4 East and more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning at a stake in the north-south
boundary between the property owned by
Herman K. Ellis et ux ( DB 154, Card 1301
and Dr. Hugh L. Houston ( DB Card ), said
point being 350 feet east of a stake in the east
right of way of U.S. 641 land being the
northwest-southwest corner of the Ellis and
Houston properties above mentioned);
thence in an easterly direction along said
boundary two hundred ( 200) feet to a stake;
thence in a southerly direction parallel with,
the east right of way of U.S. 641 for a
distance of approximately 631 to a stake
( which stake is 550 feet east of the east right
of way of U.S. 641); thence in a westerly
direction forty-three and 44/100 ( 43.44) feet
to an iron rod in the west bank of a creek;
thence in a northwesterly direction along the
west bank of the meanders of said creek approximately 350 feet to the point where said
creek intersects the area previously
desgianted as B2; thence along said B2
designation (which is a line parallel with
and 350 feet east of the east right of way of
U.S. 641 for a distance of approximately 300
feet to the point of beginning.
If further information is needed, please
contact the City Planner's Office at 753-1225.
Greg McKeel,Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Steve Zea
. City Planner

,
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Economically
01912 Unried

Priced Autos

1-

r-

YOU FORGOT* TO
DOT YOUR'
Ire AGAIN--YOU DO THAT
VERY OFTEN
LATELY

Check Our
Classified
Section

Mirrray'
Ledger
& Times
Get
"Don S be fooled
ethe best photographs at
Carter Studio

01/5/004i,

HOW DO I LOOK WITH
(
THE CIGAR'? DOES IT
MAKE ME LOOK MACI40

FOR

MACHO, I TI-1114K IT
HAS TO STICK OUT THE
SIPE OF YOUR MOUTH

6300 Main 753-82981.

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
$OO North Fourth
Murray, Ky.
753-32S1

2. Notice

For Sole
Puir
ilauft '

St I

PUT

THAT

I K140w. BUT NOT
THIS WAY. I'LL NOT
HAVE THE BABY

AWAY
KNIFE!

MURDERED ON MY
SHIP.'

•••.

.111.

'CU KNOW WHAT
WILL HAPPEN IF
THE BRAT LIVES...

large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pendants and earrings
36 different styles
S2.95 Each

Antiques
We Buy
&Sell
Come by and see our
Weather Vanes

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES

Wholesale
Jewilers Inc.
Gold 8, Silver
ohm* Pins
753-7113
Opal 9 cu.
to 9 Jo.

FIND
ANOTHER
WAY. I HAVE
111
CHILDREN
OF MY
•
OWN.

NOTICE
Roger Hudson Trucking is no longer in
business due to
Reagonomics. We
deeply appreciate the
past business from
everyone in Kentucky
and Tennessee
especially the
formers.

Kenny Rogers
Jeans
Men or Womens

t

$24.95
Levi Jeans:
Men's $15.95
Women's and Misses
$23.95
Students $14.95
Childrtms $12.95

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

3. Card of Thanks

2. Notice

WHAT COULP BE WORSE
THAN THE LONG WALK
HOME AFTER LOSING THE
FIRST GAME OF ThE SEASON?

2 Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

602 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon..
Ss?.; 1:00 to 5:00
San.

I

IS
Wedding
Photography •
a Carter Studio go
7;3 cligi
1111300 MCP

FOR SALE
Medium Shinner Minnows .45 cents
dazen ha* through
Saturday April 3,
1982.

FREE ESTIMATES
oir all your electrical

George's One
Stop Market

phowileing well pumps
end painting needs.
Cell 753-9673 NOW!

Pottortown Hwy. Near
Wildcat. Open at
daylight.

2. Notice
Bids will be accepted
for the mowing of the
Friendship CemetarV
April 3 lp.m. For more
information call 753
2330 after 4p.m.

The family oi t4tlIefl
ttubbs would like to -thank each and every
one--for----t-he flowers--and--your prayers during the
death of our mother.
Thanks to Dr. Hugh
Mrs. Oneida
Houston
White
Bro. Larry
-So laxo_n..hite for the
Jerreil -11/
beautiful songs and the
comforting words. May
God bless each of you.
The Children of Mrs.
flubbs.
•

5. Lost and Found

Lost lag
ring either on or off.
campus. Topaz stone in
ring with silver fancy
band. Sentimental
value. Reward offered.
753-3238.
Yellow gold watch in
K -Mart. If found please
return. Reward. Call
759 1791 or 753-8498.

F.

LOST
Male black and white
long haired _cat.
Weighs about 12
pounds. Answers to
PeeWee. Last seen in
vicinity of 16th
Strut.

435-4443
6. Help Wanted
Immediate position
available for Ky. licen
sed registered nurse as
Director of ,Nursing
of 100 bed
Service
Intermediate Care
Facility in Paducah
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
fringe benefits. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume
2 letters of
with photo
referance from former
employers or pro.
essional persons to Box
1137 Paducah Ky.
Meohanic experienced
with diesel trucks and
heavy equipment. Some
welding experience
Must have
necessary
own tools. See Larry
Kemp at Everitt Lum
bet Co. Hwy 68W Cadiz
Ky.
Medical Record Direc
for RRA ART. Manage
a 6 person department
and coordinate qualify
assurance activity in a
100 plus bed accute care
hospital. Accredited by
.KAH in the Purchase
Area. Experience
strongly preferred.
Please submit resume
and salary required to
PO Box 1040B Murray
Ky. 42071.

FOREMAN
MOVE UP WITH
LOWE'S SOUTHERN CLAY, INC.
Ain excellent opportunity currently exists for an individual to
join a local manufacturing concern and division of one of the
Nation's leading producers of absorbent clay products sold to
consumer. industrial and agricultural accounts
Prospective candidates possessing previous supervisory and
operational expenence. preferable in a manufacturing or industrial environment are encouraged to apply for this Produc.
lion/Processing position Rotary drying and screening experience a plus Previous labor relations experience desirable
Individual should be available for shift assignment
This is an excellent opportunity for an individual to become
part of an exciting progremive company that offers a corn-.
petitive compensation package and outstanding company paid
fringe benefits
Please forward resume. or letter of introduction, to the Persoff;lel Department to set up an interview appointment

.:„
LOWE'S SOUTHERN CLAY,INC.
P.O. Box 819, Shirley Street
Paris, Tennessee 38242
AN INUAI OPPORTUNI'l

MPI I
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.Help Wanted

Help Wanted
Cooks and counter help
full and part time.
Apply in person at
T.J.'s. Bar B Que 806
Chestnut.
DIRECTOR OF NURS
ING POSITION.
Available for a Kentucky license registered
nurse for a 100 bed°
skilled and intermediate care facility. Salary
commenceriate with
experience. Excellent
benefits available.
Persons interested
should call for an
appointment at 247-0200.

,

Collection Agent: must
have previous collection
experience. $700. per
month plus bonus. No
travel. Action Per
sonne1.753 6532.
Welder 'experienced in
general maintenance
welding. Some
mechanic experience
needed. See Larry
Kemp at Everitt Lum
ber Co. Hwy 68W Cadiz

9. Situation Wanted

Experienced teacher
Will tutor at the high
Need responsible lady school and college
Englto baby sit infant in my levels in History
home. Mon. Fri. 83. ish Social Studies and
Drama. 436-2447 after
Phone 753-3711.
5p.m.
Nurses needed
RN or
LPN. Applicatons are Will brake and disc
being accepted for full gardens.. Call 753-5463 or
time or part time
3-11 753-0144. '
or 117 shifts. Excellent- -Vfltr-rtrow varitS- amt do
salary and benefits. odd jobs. Experienced.
Apply in person or call Call 753 6032 or 753-7190.
Care Inn 502-247.0200.
Would like to do house
Summer help needed. cleaning or offices anyMale part-time college time. Have references.
student preferred. You 759-9982.
-can work around your school hours. Call 901- 10. Business Opportunity
2-32-822) Cypress Bay For Sale Kentucky &
Resort
Marion Drive-in
Wanted: 1 experienced Theatres by written or
cook also 1 experienced oral bid. Land
waitress. Steady work - buildings
equipment.
federal minimum wage. Can be operated as
Kentuck,y Lake Lodge Cinema One and Two.
Restaurant Aurora
Ky. Sellers would consider
Apply in person.
partial long term
financing
10 percent
Wendy's Old Fashion deelining interest. KenHamburgers now hiring tucky & Marion Driveexperienced managers In Theatres P.O. Box
-only. Must be willing to 510 Marion Kentucky
re locate. Call • Gary 42064. Phone 965-4545 for
McClinton for appoin appointment or see
••• -----C-rittenden_Press_
-t-Meni-759 9534-

M

13. For Sale or Trade

15. Articlesfor Sale

11. Sewing Machines

1971 Ford.- Crewcab
pickup. Reese hitch
with electric brakes. 1
ton plus capacity. $1000.
or trade. 436 2506.

We buy and sell used air
conditioners. Call 753
9104.

Future Singer sewing
machine. Model 400 in
maple cabinet. In ex
cellent condition. Call
753 7970.

14. Want to Buy

Antique bedroom furni*
ture. Round mirror
dressing table with new
bedding. Early 30's.
$200. 753 8524.
Harvest table formica
top
2 leaves excellent
condition S1-50. Kingsize
headboard $35. 753-8923.
Spring and Mattress for
1 twin bed and for 1
double bed. Also Forever Living Aloe products at dealer cost.
Call 753-3903 after 5p.m.
Couch and chair
black
and white t.v. 8-track
player with speakers.
492-U88.

Stamp and coin collection or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767 4169.
Want to buy a good used
high chair. 136-5690.
Want to buy a 22 caliber
revolver. Call after 5:30
753 2482.

IS.Articlesfor Sale
Shp Tiller. Call 753-6123.
Shp Tiller like new.
Been used about 8
hours. 317 Woodlawn
753-3637.
Bake and broil range
elements dryer belts
44-f indires-.
avrfand
Refrigeration Sales and
Service. 753-2825.
Boys suit size 4 and
other children clothes
size 1. Call 753-8478.
Martin houses 6 room
124.99 12 room $36.99
1
room $49.99
24- -room
$59.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Sears 17.3cu. ft. chest
type deep freeze. 7538635.
Tillers 5hp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Beautiful living room
suite and 2 lamps. 1
French -bedroom •suite
and kitchen appliances.
Like new. 362-4958
•
_Hahne
_ Sapp

It Home Furnishings

17. Vacuum Cleaners

-,•••• - -, rdCvar -----to

GIGANTIC FARM EQUIPMENT
AUCTION
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Owners:
J & 1 Sales Inc. Allis Chalmers
G & K Equipment Co. • Jo Deere
Lawson Implement-International Harvester
Crain Auction Co.
Monfordville, Ky.
Fronk Crain • Broker

.

. vs
Tuesday April 6 1982- 10:00 AM
Location: Western- Tobacco Warehouse, Hwy. 31-E Glasgow Ky
Tractors:qH 4586 wduals,342 hrs, Ili 4366 wduals,IH 1086, wduals 927
hours, IH 1086 wduals 140 hrs, under warrenty, IH 986 wduals 890
hrs,IH 3308 2 x 2, IH 706, IH 584,IH 1466 wcab,IH 1066 new tires,
overhauled, IH Super A wcultivators, AC 185,MF 175, Belarus 560,,
Case 570, IH Super M and picker,IH 184 wrnower, JD 3020,JD 830, JD
2940,JD 4010,JD 2630,JD 4020, JD 4020 cab and Sir, quad range,1400
hrs,IH super C wcultivators, MI'135 diesel,IH 544,IH M Farmall, AC
3050(80 Mod) AC 170(2)AC 175 (2),(new), AC 185(2) AC 200(2), AC
7000 (3), AC 7040, AC 7045, AC 7080, IH686,Long 445, White 2-150, AC
D-17,IH M Farmall, AC 200 repro .AC 190.
Planters: IH 400 4row no till, IH 400 6 row, IH 500 12 row, AC 1981
planter( planted 25 acres soy beans)4 row wfert no till and mount, AC
52 units(several) AC,72 units (several), AC 74 units,(several), AC 4
row plate planter used units and coulters, no till, JD 4 row plate, AC 4
row plate new coulters and units, AC 4 row plate tool bar frame,new
coulters and units, AC 6 row plate markers, coulters fert and units,
JD 4 row plate, AC 4 row plate coulters and units, AC 6 row units, insecticide and new coulters, JD 2 row plate, fert.insecticide and units
mod.1240 A JD8948 row.
Discs, plows and cultivators: IH 720 4x18 auto,IH 440 4 bottom,IH 45
Vibra Shank field cultivator.Ili 415, 10 foot, 4 foot packer mulcher
new under warrenty,Ford two bottom,Case 4 bottom plow mount,AC
8 row folding cultivator, AC 6 row Cult.Thrift 6 row cult. AC 3 bottom
plow, 1 year old, JD 4 row cult. Glenco 4 row cuft.Thrift 4 row,
cultivator, Kewannee field cult.(new )Glenco new field cult. JD F'-45
3 x 14 bottom, JD 9 AW disc, JD 1350-14505 x 16 plow, Taylor 9 shank
chisel, JD 2600 4 x 18 spring reset, JD F345 -Hyd 3 x 16 reset
plow,Taylor Way 15 ft Hyd. Ford wing disc(new) JD RW disc lift,.
AC non fold 11 foot disc Mod 2300, AC non fold 13 ft disc; Mod 2300, JD
non fold 9 ft, AC foldup 19 ft mod 2300, AC 151t hyd fold mod 2300, AC
15 ft man fold 2300, AC 18 ft man fold, mod 2300(repro) AC V ripper,7
shank, Glencor chisel plow,(10 shank I IH semi mount 5 bottom, MF
plow,2 shank,AC semi mount 4 bottom (new), AC semi mount 4 bottom, Keverland, semi mount 4 bottom, IH 3 bottom mounted,Ford
land plow,5 bottom, AC 2 bottom scat plow, snap coupler, AC 1 bottdm sub Soiler snap coupler, AC 3 bottom scat plow snap coupler, Pittsburg 4 bottom, N M cult.6 ft cultipscker,10 ft cultipacker, Brlittian 8
ft center two 2 ft wings cultipacker.
Forage Equipment: 2IH 720 forage harvester w 2 heads,IM 830 chopper w2 heads, new under warrenty, NH 25 blower,,JD 45 ft
elevator,used, HI 609 silage wagon IN wagon, NI 620 blower,(2) Gehl
F888 Blower,JD 66 Blower, N I rake, haybine 9 ft IH 57 baler,N I 279
conditioner, N I 51 conditioner,N I 299 mow ditioher, JD 640 hay
baler,JD 510 baler, JD 1207 Mower conditioner, JD 450 mower, Ni
cut-ditioner,ID 660 hay rake,JD 214 silage wagon, JD 336 hay baler,
JD34 forage harvester, NI 249 cut-ditioner,(demo), NI 456 baler,(used), NI 456 baler (demo), NI 299 new mow-ditioner,(demo),NI 272
cut-ditioner,IH hayrake,NI 290 Mow-ditioner
Combines and Accessories: 111 1460, IH 82017 platform, IH 863 corn
head,IH 915 w2 heads,IH 815,IH 715,IH 615 w2 heads, L2 Gleaner w16
ft platform with 6 and 4 row head,IH 994 4 row corn head under warrenty, NI 704 power urtit,710 combine,713 platform, NI 701 power unit
710 combine,723 corn head, NI 703 power unit,717 combine„ 731 4 row
head, NI 708 power unit with 767 chopper 762 head (repro)IH one row
head,JD 95 with 13ft grain head, NI 704 sheller w4 row corn head.
Other: 40 JD manure loader,770 10 ftoffset disc, new 6x6 sidewinder
mower, new 2400 big roll baler under warrenty, Tri state grain
buggy, manure loader fits 86 series, manure loader cattle guards,hog
feeder, 38 ft grain trailer, Kewannie rotary hoe (new), mechanical
tobacco setter, Little Giant elevator 36 ft, NI manure spreader
(new), JD trail spreader new,JD 307 rotary cutter, Ill loader
(2)Freeman loader (2) Pincor alternator PTO 20-2, Moridge dryer
275, Century 200 gallon Sprayer III loader for 574 IH,NH 862 side
throw manure thrower, NI 214 manure spreader,NI 212 manure
spreader,(2)NI 213 manure spreSder, Koyker auger, NI 196 auger 6
ft, Hutchenson auger 8 ft. NI 309 one row picker(2),NI 323 one row
picker,Oliver 2row picker mod 73.
Note this auction is being conducted for the three equipment dealers
listed below. No other items will be received. Itis not a consignment.
A large amount of this equipment is repossessed and must be sold to
satisfy the claims
.
Warrenties will be announced as the equipment is being sold _
Loading assistance will be furnished to the purchaser
-ateekOtitf AltKiiiiiiiietitn1118t bEMOVed no Iiittr then 481qurs after-

completion of sale.
Equipment listed is only a portion of what will be offered for sale.
List is subject to additions and deletions.
Open House: Auction personnel and representatives from each
dealer will be available for inspection-Sunday April 4 from 10:06 AM
to4:00PM.
,
Terms: Cub or Certified funds:Each dealer will offer on spot Mum, lugta.qualified buyers. Announcements.will-be made at the sale:

265 Massey Ferguson
diesel 360 hours 6 row
cultivator
10ft. wheel
disc 4-14in. plows. 4892110.

1000 and 1415
gallon WH3 Nurse
tanks with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
row in 15 ft. to 21
ft. widths. A complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH3
accessories.

James L.
Kellet Co.
Sikeston,
Mo. 63801
314-471-0988
Super C Farmall. New
motor new paint 12 bolt
system. $1875. Call 4354596 or 435-4351 after
4p.m.

20. Sports Equipment
Good
BICYCLES
selection of guaranteed
used bicycles. Trades
accepted. Spoke &
Pedal Dixieland Ctr.
753-0388.

Olympia
One with Ross
Saver rower
Nostele•

22,Musial

ELECTROLUX
-

19. Farm Equipment

Need two, good
people in Murray
to-servicolaniiëll
this equipment.
Please call Mr.
Hodge at
502/443-6460.
EOE

19. Farm Equipment

WHEEL HORSE
LAWN MOWERS

Baldwin organ double
keyboard. Base foot
pedal volume control
and fun machine. Excellent- condition. Call
753-2637.
CAR STEREO Pioneer
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard _Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753.0113.
For sale: Upright
piano. Call 753-1986
after 5:00p.m.
Re -finished upright
piano in very good
condition. Will give
piano .lessons in my
home. 489-2658.

Sales-PartsService

STOKES
TRACTOR

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN
One half already paid
balance due or monthly payments.

CLAYTON'S
753-7575

Indust:1141 Rd.
753-1319

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL, INC.
insured for Your:Protection
•
Roach I Insect Control
Yard, Tree & Shrubbery Treatment

•••••s••••1"."
MST,

toomioi.

TERMITE CONTROL
HOME OWNED a
OPERATED
SERVING THE AREA SINCE ITJ47
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED

4,-..„... ,),,a
753-3914

23. Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
oismeser c.o.?)

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL
For tetiniteS
roaches, ants
any pests.

753-7794
24. Miscellaneous
Aloe Vera liquid $9.
quart $27. gallon. Gene
& Jo's 705 S. 4th
753-4320. Makes you feel
good! Also other Aloe
Vera- products include
shampoo
make-up
body lotion soap and
bath oil.
Chain driye Shp Master
Tilt tiller. Regular
$379.95 on sale $329.95.
Lombard. gas trimmer
with blade. Regular
$189.95 on sale for
$169.95. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.

DIAMOND
;19.00 each set on
yeer charm or Pendent. No Gimmicks!
Leo's Immediate
Jewelry Repair
404 N. 12th
7 -9

12x60 Partially furnished
underpinning
and air condition included. Call after 5p.m.
759-1776.
12x65 All electric
partially furnished
1 /
1
2
big kitchen
bath
all
carpeted
underpinne
porch and steps
tiedowns
air conditioner included. $4800. Call
436-5671.
17x70 Fesfiyat. T Thed.
room
2 bath
central
a
conditioning unit
underpinning included.
753-5561:
•
For sale 1974 12x40 2.5
miles from MSU campus. Set up
under
pinned
ready to move
into. 22990. Call 7591253
after 5p.m.

11. Mobile Home Rentals
12x60 Furnished 2 bedroom all electric central heat air condition
house furniture. 753
4091.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489-2611.
Two 2 bedroom fur.
nished or unfurnished
mobile homes. New
furniture and carpet
air Condition. Rent
585. 5158. Shady Oaks.
753-5209.
Two bedroom house
trailer for__ rent. 17x60
nice. $135. 3 bedroom
house trailer for rent.
$146. month. 759-4592.

Garden tillers 8hp motor lawn mower and
Ilhp mnror lawn
-mower
pants suits
and dresses from 10-16.'
489.2)66.
Moving Must Sell!
Magnavox color console
t.v. 25in. like new.
767 7901.
Panasonic AM -FM
cassette with _ DifiFy
thruster speakers and
BSR Panasonic record'
changer with magnetic
cartridge and A.DC 30. Business Rentals
needle. Listed for al
Most $500. like new will Large /mechanics shop.
on 121 below
take $300. or best offer. Locate
the Penny Road. Call
753 7259.
753-7371.
S E.A S -0 N E D
FIREWOOD. Mixed Two to 3 bedroom cabin
hardwoods 18in.-24in. waterfront on Kentucky
available. $27.50 a rick Lake. 2 last weeks. of
.and - possibly 1st
delivered. Cap_ John
week of May. Phone
Boyer at 753-8536.
753-4875 753-8116.
Stack 3 CB beams and
coax. -Good condition.
489-2436.
Mini
Travel Trunks $39:95
Warehouse
large
$49.95 each.
Storage Space
Saddle bags $59.95 pair.
Motorcycle Parts and
For Rent
Service 307 N. 4th
753-4/58
759-1919. Open 4-6 afternoons Sat. 9-3.
White baby bed
mat- 32. Apts. For Rent
tress
and chest. Plaid /
couch 6xI2 paned win/ Extra sharp 1 bedroom
dow with storm window. apartment. Gas heat
;" wall air. Coleman Real
Call 753-3632.
Estate 753-9898.
16:TV,Radio
For rent 2 trailers
1 2
bedroom apartment.
1215. 9aIl753-7975.
Nice 7 bedroom duplex 3
mile from town. $160.
Color 25 inch TV, Only Garden available. 75325.00 per month. 88481 ,
Nice 1 bedroom furow warranty.
nished apartment.
. Call
CLAYTON'S
753,3949.
753.7575
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109or 436-2844.
b.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments for rent.
Call 7'53-3530 The
Embassy Apts.
Sony
and
by Pioneer
One bedroom apartMutant: Expert inment. Living room
kitchen
furnished.
stallation and service.
Near downtown. Call
753-9251 or 753-5414.
One block from MSU.
Living room
kitchen
222 S. 12th
and laundry facilities.
Boys only. $60. deposit
7534865
5.60. per month. 759-4538.

WORLD OF
SOUND

Saturday, April 3, at 10 A.M., Rain or Shine
-(lnside) at The Blackford Nouse Gallery, 418
Main Street, in Murray, Kentucky.

PRE-SEASON SALE
Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Poql
may be purchased now thru May
211. Perdue prior to May 7 to be
eligible for a free season pass.

Family Passes - $60.00
Single Passes - $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
-Pork office, 10th & Payne • St.,
:phone 7534640.

flail per m. lailicip
pel NitNewly csistrglid
Clip* but ail air,
urpettl, !did= appliams. Plies Nws Mu.Fri. 9:11-12:01 Nem.
lisrawnd Sr.
Murray; Ky.
512-151-1984
Elul Mrs* Oppirtuity
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. $200.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.
Two nice apartments.
1-2 bedroom and 1-1
bedroom furnished. Air
conditioned
near the
lake 10 miles south on
121. Couples or singles
only. No pets. Lease and
deposit required. 4365401.

Will sell: Original, Framed Limited Edition Prints & Graphics.
Also Canvas Clothes Hampers, Back
Packs, Wine Racks, Grass Mats, Ladder
Back Chairs, jtarge Fan-Back Wicker
Chairs, Wicker Baskets, Bed Serving
Trays, Jack Daniels Cops & Shirts.
Register for DOOR PRIZES, also a framed print and Bengal Tiger prints will be
given away following the auction.
For Information and Your Auction
Needs, Be Sure To Call

Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
Aactioneer 492-8594

J.C. & C Sheeting
Industrial, Commercial
and Residential Sheeting
We put-on Siding
lad or new bulkikeg)
We repair Siding
- (if possibly)
We also pet on galvanized and sleminvm
reefs.

753-0329 after 5 p.m.

Three bulls _ 2 11
months
1 13 months.
Angus registered. Call
437 4365.--

31. Pets-Supplies
AK
berman Shephero
puppies. Registered
Spitz and Eskimo pup
pies. 60 champions also
guard dog. Call 554-2153.

4.Produce

FOR
SALE
year old
Blueberry Plat:ts
16 to 24 inches

Two

high. Three
varities to choose
from. Tifblue,
Southland or
Defile 54.00 per
plant. Cali Days
753-7858, Evenings 753-0463 To
Place orders.

43. Real Estate

33. Roomsfor Rent
THE HEART OF
One biotic from un- MURR
AY
iversity. Call 753-6933 or Yes live conveniently
753-1812.
close to everything in
this brick .3_ bedroom
34. Housesfor Rent
home-ready to move, in.
Four bedroom 2 bath Spacious rooms plus
very large. home. Lots separate dining room.
of room for everything. This well-kept home has
In country $250. a all you need including
month. Call Spann garage and lots of
Realty Associates today storage area. Un7s-in24.
believably priced at
One bedroom hove in only $29 000. Call Spann
Like Way Shores. Call Realty Associates tocray
753.7-774753-6123.
Three bedroom double
garage. New furniture
90 'acre form in
newly decorated. Large.
Coldwater with
garden spot. Off Hwy
older home. 70 ten121 and Airport Rd.
753-5209.
doble acres, 40
• -Three bedroom brick.
bottom and 30 in
Water
heat
and air.
hillside. E_34Ltey. and
Large garden spot.
air curedrrObocco
Coleman Real Estate
base. Call Bob
753-9898.

Haley at

35:Firms for Rent
Farm house for rent.
Garden plot and garage
available. Quiet setting
spring in yard near city
limits. $225. month. Call
753-8096.

37 Livestock-Supplies

CAUGHT CHA
SLEEPIN 1980 AQHA
Stallion standing at stud
introductory fee $200.
Limited to 10 outside
mares. Sire AQHA
Champion Sleepy's
Man. Dam Luxben Tag
Lady by Leo Tag. Phone
618-524-8254.

753-4000
or
489-2266

rg ird
zrzc
Realtors
Village 641 North
Murray, Ky.

4
-4
"1
191 *7*

lc

•

43r

IT'S SPRI
PLANTING TIME
Azaleas $1.75
Hanging Baskets
$199-$5.99
Tomatoes, peppers, egg

plants, onion
sets, seed potatoes, strawberry, cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, brussel
sprouts, lettuce, bedding plants,
dogwood trees, fruit trees, roses,
shrubs, thornless blackberries, house
plants, cactus_
Open 7 Days
901-782-3406

Hutchens
Plant Farms
Lsolled 6 4h win Mot
116661, ly. Ton west0hoe
/
2
lie Rd. In Souk p 51
MN,too ON,p 1 ob.

It's Time For An

ART AUCTION

Applications are being accepted by the
Murray-Calloway County Park Dept. for
pool manager and lifeguards. Applications may be obtained at Parks Office,
10th & Payne Sts., Closing Deadline April
9,1982. Phone 753-7640.

NUN-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, I 3 Wm.mils IrOS

27. Mobile Home Sales

Open Hours

* POOL MANAGER'S,
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

37. Livestock-Supplies

Tobacco sticks 13 cents. 1 bedroom furnished
garage apartment. 1
Call 345 2861.
block from campus. No
pets. Call 753-1203. $150.
25. Business Services
month.
HODGES TAX SER.
'VICE. The Income Tait
Specialist -1104 Pogue
Novi LUSH,
Murray
Ky. Call 7591425.

Man,Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

7:30-2:30- 753-3685

32. Apts. For Rent

•

CAR STEREOS

100 S. 13TH ST., MURRAY, KY

225 L.P. Wier St.(Amu

3E1'3E 30

AUCTION

SATURDAY, APRIL 3, 1982
200 P.M.-RAIN OR SHINE
OPAL SMITH, OWNER
GOLO, KENTUCKY
SALE LOCATION: From Mayfield, Ky. Take Hwy.80
East to Int. 564 Proceed South to Gaits Community.
Then proceed East 1.5 Mlles to the Euel Smith Horne
Piece,Follow The Signs?

'

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Two 3-piece bedroom suites • hvo oil lamps • maple
dining table We chairs • Frigidaire frost tree refrigerator • G.E. electric range • NMI edge mirror
• several lamps • chairs C coffee table • recliner
• desk • pictures •yonait note • porch chairs •
oubbard cabinet • portable radio• Kenmore washer
&dryer • Obie wood 000k move •washboard • Hot
Point chest freezer • sausage mill • lantern •
churth bench 5 grinder • vise • well pump •
"door sorghum ma • cider mill • wagon wheel
hubs•leant wagon equipment • breakfast suss
•work bench • gas cans • steel traps • large ketIle • hand tools • ladder.

FARM EQUIPMENT
Jubilee Ford tractor • Ford 2x12"plow • Ford 3-15.8'
disc • 1 row cultivator • pond scoop • Ford 501
mower • Ford 3-0. blade •4040 form wagon w/
new bed • Black Hank 3-pt. 2-row planter • tog
chains •"good-gatdonalor.
MN& JWck Cook testatres Cheek
pwritod Chock Nollocugllowon

Of

Ali•

OPAL WITH PRITCHETT,OWNER

JAMES R. CASH
THe AuctioNtIR
FANCY F4tM KENTUCKY
502 623 0466 o* 502-623 6939
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

*

'1st

444.
4A
L

j

....

•••••-•401.
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43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

41. Public Sale

If you've been considering purchasing
real estate
give us a
call at 753-1222. The
Kopperud Realty Staff
of experienced Realtors
can make home hunting
a pleasant experience
for you. We currently
have an excellent
selection of quality
homes-all price ranges.
Let us go to work for
you by phoning 753-1222
anytime.

11E111 311E

46. Homesfor Sale

49. Used Cars

so. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

3110

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Yard Sale: garden tools For sale or rent with 1968 Volkswagon and 1975 Chevy 4x4. Corn Carpet and window 30 years Carpentry
Licensed electrician for
option to buy. 2 bed
Doon buggy. X enworth plete paint job inside cleaning
Perdom & Thurman
and rotary hoe
Barns
Satisfaction experience
residential and corn
garages. Also
household items and room modern year frame with bad engine. and out. Complete re guaranteed. Steve houses
leserence
mercial. Heating and
additions on houses and
clothing. 206 S. 15th round cottage near 489 2436.
built motor. Call 753- Hobbs 753-3317.
air condition
gas inReel Estate
Kentucky lake. $10 500. 1978 4 door Regency 98. 9410 after 6p.m.
trailers
759-4702 Fri. and Sat.
Repairs and
stallation and repair.
Seetbside Coed Sq.
436-5419.
remodel. 436 2253 after
Loaded
white with red 1975 Dodge pickup. 3.111
Phone 753 7203.
_ Soria -Co. 5p.m.
House for sale by interior
excellent con
Merrily, Kentsicky
engine
automilffe
Make
the best of a bad
dition
rooms
and
low
owner.
6
mileage
Asphalt''''drrVeways and
aol visyl Wig,
power steering power
753-4451
situation and save
built-in garage. $5000. or best offer. brakes
bath
parking lots sealed by
air
58 000 custom trim wort.
money. Been window
Completely furnished. 436-2682
Sears. For free esmiles. 753-8121.
shopping and seen new
berms. Call 11111 El
41. Public Sale
1st
class.
Priced
$35
000.
timates
call
753'2310.
1978
Ford
Granada.
1
N.
19th
802
Thurs.,
1975 Jeep-Cherokee 4x4.
car prices? Keep your
759-4702;
hilly, 153111.
owner
low mileage
Can you account for car and imagine a new
Good condition. Asking
Carport Sale 10 speed
Fri. & Sat. April 1, 2,
for
sale
by
owner
good
condition.
House
Also
3
your household goods in interior. Tell us what
$2000. Call 753-4686 after
bicycle bedspreads and
3, 8:00 a.m. to 6:00
503 Chestnut. May see piece den set with 5p.m. _
case of fire theft or you want. Will make
Sears sewing
drapes
Call
'reversible
cushions.
by
appointment.
p.m. Lots of nice
Concrete block brick. natural disaster? If not
machine
typewriter
your car as nice as any.
Phone 436-2920.
51. Campers
21 years experience. No call Insurance Photog- new one. Bill's Upcedar chest
all size
clothes for chikkie 753-3691 or 753-2737.
lob to large or small. raphy between holstery behind DO.
:Nice 2 bedroom brick 1979 Spirit 6 cylinder. 1977 23ft. Mini
clothing and Shoes - and 'dolts, jaws
motor
26 000 miles. home. Air on engine air Free estimates. Call e.o.m.-9p.m. Mon.-Fri. 753-8085.
home that would qualify Loaded
chilladies and men's
toys, household items for individual who has Will trade. 1803 College
at 753-4988.
753-5476.
dren clothes 3-4 toddler
on roof
low mileage
and much more.
approval for FHA low Fm. Rd.
5 and 10 cent items. 1604
Countryside Nursery is
extra nice. Local priv
STAWSKI
interestpayment loan. 1980 Mustang. 14 SOO ate owner. Phone 753- giving free estimates
Magnolia Sat. April 3.
HOME
REPAIRS
Call 753 3903 for miles
for mowing and trimAM FM Pioneer 1566.
Fairground Flea
111111M.L.u.,_:_iv_e, _LAIN
44. Lots for Sale
appointment.
Painting, roof repairs,
cassette player. Call 1977 Rockwood popup ming lawns during up
`s,
Market. Mu„rrayetc. Free Estimates.
Calloway Co. Lot for sale $500. Call Nice older home in 767-2689.
camper sleeps 8 in coming season. We
FOR SALE
Hazel $5000. down 9½. 491111 Ford Thunderbird. excellent condition. Call have all _equipment
F airgraun di. Qp_ening 7538014.
No job too small.
necessary to proLARGE-dates April 2-34 1982. Want to trade a lot in percent interest. $20 000 Silver and maroon. 753-9823.
435-4323
fessionally
owner.
manicure
by
492-8564.
Phone days-753-4669
COMMERCIAL
Excellent shape. Low Venture Pop-up camper
Northwood Subdivision
your
lawn.
We
guarannights-753-4570.
mileage. $5750. Call with swing out kitchen.
BUILDING
(zoned for duplex)- for
753-4016. 1809 Westwood Awning and refrigera- tee a beautiful yard.
P & D Lawn Service. We
Friday Only! Take 94E wooded acreage near 41. Motorcycles
8000 square foot
Call 753-3188.
Dr.
to 280 turn left in front Murray. 753-7853.
are now giving esconcrete block
tor. Excellent condition.
1975 Yamaha 175 En- 72 LeMans convertible
Do you need your
of East Elementary
timates on lawn mow753-3785 Ben Nix
building in like
1979 Suzuki RM automatic
duro
carpets cleaned? Find
ing
service and small
School on Locust Dr. 46. Homes for Sale
air
all
Need
work
on
your
condition.
new
250 1979 Suzuki RM 400. power. New $800 stereo
out how inexpensive it
tree service. Call 436Watch for signs.
52.
Boats-Motors
trees?
Topping
prunCentral heat and
492-8785.
can be done
with deep
2997 or 436-2315.
mag wheels; 66
GARAGE SALE: 3 bedroom brick house
17ft. Mark Twain 188hp steam cleaning. Call ing shaping complete
air, loading dock,
2 1977 1200 Harley Mustang
coupe
autoSaturday
9:00-4:00. Carpet throughout
removal and more. Call Professional painting
Mercruise
extra
nice.
front display Jeff
753-0015.
baths
large living Davidson. Excellent matic runs good extra
comLiving room suite
BOVER'S TREE paperhanging
extra nice. clean on inside needs a Call 435 4577 or 435-4382.
showroom area,
room and den. 2 car condition
residential
chairs
clothes
SERVICE for Pro- mercial
garage with large stor- 527-3973.
offices, and large
little body work; 69 1979 Venture fish and
farm
book
s
minium on
my
fessional tree care. interior -exterior
ski
1979 Mariner 90hp.
warehouse area.
buildings
estimates.
toys miscellaneous. 701 age room. Call 489-2115 1977 Harley Davidson Eldorado low mileage
753-8536.
siding
and
Aluminum
1200 CC Superglide. 6100 clean loaded. Priced to Good shape. Call 759Earl Court off Fairlane or 753-2493.
Phone 753-1222,
GEN.ERAL HOME Tremon Farris 759-1987.
trim for all houses. It
sell private party. After 1967 after 5p.m.
1 owner
Assumable like new 2 actual miles
Dr.
Kopperud Realty
REPAIR. 15 years ex- Sammy Tidwell Paintstops
pointing.
6:00 753-3277; day 753- Dock space available
ing and Contracting.
Garage Sale Sat. April year old home. Fenced electric and kick start.
perience. Carpentry
for all details.
7575.
for pontoon boats.
Jock Glover
garage
heat $2400.437-4790.
Experienced interior
3. 8a,m.-4p.m. 1508 in yard
plumbing
concrete
Cypress Springs Resort
Hermitage Place. pump plus extras. Call 1977 Honda 750 K. Low 50. Used Trucks
roofing
sliding. NO and exterior painting.
436-5496.
good conditoys
home owner 753-8469 or mileage
Clothes
JOB TO SMALL. Free Free estimates. Call
SHROAT WALDROP tion
loaded. $1500. Call 1960 Chevy pickup,- Ex - Want to buy 161„t. - Electrical Repairs.-----estimates Days 474- 753-4686 or 753-0487.
furnishings.
,
aluminum _bass boat__ Free estimates. Licen--_2359 nights 474-2276.
753-6855 after 6p.m.
Strout.' G atage Sale Fri. 9 S 759-1707.
_Gellen t condition
Signs painted.-40-60hp well equipped • sed electrician
Reisity
Sat. 8-12. Children's On the lake in Pine • 1979 Honda XL 185-S fOr 5561.
heating Guttering by Sears. lettering. Excellent regood condition. Call and air conditioning. Sears continuous gut- ferences. 436-2506.
clothes
adult clothes
Bluff. 2 bedroom with sale. Good condition. 1970 Ford pickup truck.
Phone 489-2153.
air
will sell Larry Marrs 762-6802 435 4397.
carpet
shop vacuum
Power
ters installed for your Wet basement? We
garage
and
dock. $47
Office coa st to Coast
days 136 2591 evenings.
4394.
and miscellaneous 500./36 2102.
1979 Yamaha 1100 cheap. 437,
FLOOR SANDING and specifications. Call make wet basements
Boyers from Everywhere
items. 1511 Canterbury Owner transferred 3 Special. $2000. Call 492- 1971
work completely
finishing. Stained floors Sears 753-2310 for free dry
Ford Crewcab
Reliable Service Since 1900
Dr.
8785.
guaranteed. Call or
a speciality. Dodeau estimate.
bedroom
,2 bath
pickup. Reese hitch
1912 Coldwater Read
Two Party Yard Sale F
1976 16 foot Sea
Floor Co. Call 354-6127.
K & K STUMP REMO- write. Morgan Coni
s
r 1980 Suzuki Vie shaft with electric brakes. 1
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Fri. and Sat. from 8-4. stove
VAL. Do you need struction Co. R-t. 2 Box
cruise. ton plus capacity. $1000.
low utility
13 drive. Dressed
Fence
Runabout
Trisales
at
Sears
Sprite
(502)753-0186
Tog,s/win maltrw_ead___.percent mortgage. $41--- ad). backrest
_slumps..
removed from 409 A _Paducah __Ky.
radio--Or trado-434-2506.
now.
Ca14Seats
733-2310imit, walk- through
Anytime
box springs
kitchen 000. Bert de field Subd. excellent condition. 753- 1972 Chevrolet pickup
for free estimate for your yard or land 42001 or call 4477026.
JOE 1. KENNON
windshield, bow rider,
items
cleared of stumps? We Will mow yards. 15
maternity. 489-2881.
2708 after 5p.m.
your needs.
truck. 350 automatic.
Broker
clothes. Cancelled if Six room house with
can remove stumps up years experience. Work
fold
up top, 115 hp
$1500. Call 753-6244 after
Free
estimates.
All
Licensed A howled
rain. Corner of -IC 18th bath garage and 3 out 81111111111111110=11110 5p.m.
to 24 inches below the gauranteed. Call 753Mercury Outboard.
your electrical
plumbleaving only 6564.
and Wells Ext.
ground
buildings. Fruit trees
ing
well pumps heat8. Red vinyl in1974 Chevy Luv. Call
Seats
sawdust and chips. Call Will sharpen hand saws
Owner will assist you Yard Sale Frj. and Sat.' _dad 3 acres of grouna. 1
ing
air
conditioning
753-9986.
terior, like new locally
for free estimates. Bob chain saws and skill
With financing! A 8-2p.m. Children ead---14-.--miles from lake off
painting and insulating
1977 Luv pickup excelKemp 435-4343 or Bob saws. Call 753-4656,
owned. Full canvas
cheerful center for adult clothing •
732.436-2351.
needs. Call 753-9673.
lent condition. Also-.1971
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
and furni- Three bedroom home on
trailer.
everyday family living. households
good
cover,
N- eed Motorcycle
Plymouth. 435-4317.
No dodging furniture in ture. Sherwood Forrest.
Hwy 94. Formal dining
See at Parker Ford
Tsres?
197(_TOrd
Ranger Super_
these three bedrooms. Yard Sale April 2 3 Fri:- room
living room
701 Main 753-5273.
porfonnopcs Cab, $2900. Call after
hank
Practical step saver and Sat. from 8-4 907_ d
kitchen for the home Vine. Singer sewing large g• ame room.
motorcycle 'Hen goof 6p.m 753 3832.
ovoitoble it Discount
slaver. Built to FHA machine
men
Private setting and
specifications. Make w
Prices!
omen
convenient location.
the first step to better and children clothes
Carroll Tire & Wheel
Phone KOPPERUD
living. Dial 7531492 toys
nick necks
pic- REALTY 753-1222.
Alinement
Century 21 Loretta Jobs ture frames
desk and Three bedroom
large
641 Auction House Hwy. 641 North, Paris,
1105 Pogee753-1489
Realtors.
chair.
living room
2 bath
Tennessee. Every Friday night at 6:30 p.m.
kitchen dining room 2
utility rooms
den and 1980 Yamaha XS 400
This week walnut wardrobe, oil lamps,
carport. Lot and Yamaha YZ 80. Call
sunporch
128x250. 759-4123.
sterling, Windsor rocker, oak table, iron,
753-3108.
Three bedroom house 1981 Yamaha DT 125
silver coins, blanket chest, oak frames
with large lot in Hazel On-Off Road Bike. Only
with prints, signed plates, oil chandeleir
partly furnished. Build - 600 miles. Never used
Refrigerator, washer, dryer, small appliances, bedroom suits,
fostorium primitives, stone bowls, Tiffiny
in stove
lots cabinet off road. $875. or best
beds, wood table and chairs, maple coffee and end tables bunk
space. Extra nice. 753- offer. Excellent condiglass, kitchen clock and much more.
table, chairs, couch, lamps, pictures, what hots, trinkets,
round
0861.
tion. 436-2672.
toys, lots of tools, bench with 3 grinders and buffers on it. Tractor
Three bedroom brick Suzuki 125 Enduro.
boom pole, 3 point hitch plow and disc for a garden tractor,
home. 8 1/2 percent Perfect for both comassumable mortgage muting and trail riding.
almost new 3 speed bicycle, Hondo 3 wheeler rode 20 to 30 hours,
near University. 2 bath
Dual range transmissome reck damage. There will be a large building full of antiques,
formal dining room
Saturday, April 3, 1982 10:00 cm.
sion. Well maintained.
miscellaneous items, extra good glass, china and collector items
central gas heat
Excellent condition.
Allen's Gas Station &'Grocery
from a good estate. This glass has been piled bock so long the old
fireplace insert. Single Many extras. $395. 753Hwy.68 at Fainimling, Kentucky
car garage. Call 753- 8115 evenings
news papers fell all to pieces when you try to unwrap it. Hundreds
REAL ESTATE
8181 or 753-7917.
weekends.
of pieces of depression, pink and green, bowls, plates, platters,
Two bedroom house in Two practically unused
This Grocery and Gds Staydri located on Hwy. 68,
--fruiters, juice pitcher, amber iris water sets, blue crnival water
country. 1 acre
good Honda's. 125-XL
near the Lake, will be sold subject to the owner's ap_sets, other carnival pieces, butter dishes, coke stands, Clear iris,
well
and out building. 250 XL. Street or trail.
proval. It contains 1 Bay Garage, Small Retail Store,
-clear and-green sandwich, china and porcelain trinkets, 50 or
$6500. Call 753-8014.
Office, Storage Room, and 2 Bathrooms. Station has
See at Uncle Jeff's
Driver property
--rtyore-pieces-of occupied- Japan-trinkets, 3 old trunks,---cost iron
a large owning in front &id huge blacktop drive. Ideal
Two story frame house Sporting Goods.
location for bait, fishing supplies, or gift shop. Finanon 1 acre lot. 2 storage
Calloway Street, Hazel, Ky.
items, old kerosene lamps, lanterns, 2 nice old white churns cornbuildings and 1/2 base- 48:Auto Services
cing may be available to qualified buyer.
plete wash kettle, wood cook stove. Will take an acre of ground to
9:00 a.m.,Saterday April 3, 1982
ment. Wood and electric
Wm Folio,* lovontory WM k Sold Absolute!
Import Auto Salvage
display all of this merchandise. Also display shelves from a store,
2 bedrooms, brick home with fireplace and
heat. $28 000. Located in Selling new and used
Stotioo *Mow
grill, deep frys, potato peelers and more fixtures from a restaurant.
utility--room ....3 acres.
Kirksey. 489-2276.
Hydraulic Bumper Jock, Ora Grease Gun wiequipparts. Open Mon.-Sat,
Too many items to list.
Dan Miller-Aictioneer
ment, Deferential Gun, Oil Receiver, 1 Double Pump,
Watch spring burst out 8-5. 10 percent off with
1 Single Pump, 1 Extrd•Single Pump, Air Compressor
all over from this bright this ad./74 2325.
For information call
Auction rein or shine
kitchen and have an
(Square D), and Much More
Loretto Jobs, Broker
•
atmosphere of restful- 49. Used Cars
Grocery Equipment
ness in the four beTwo Large Merchandising Coolers, 1 Kelvinator Merdrooms. Little ones skip - 1964 Chevrolet Impala.
chandising Freezer (all coolers open front) Globe Stinto Carter School in two Call 753-8011.
son Scale, Globe Slicer, Hot Water Heater, Gas
1970
Toyato.
4
door
minutes from here. Dial
heater, 13 Shelving Units, 14,000 B.T U. Air Condigood
,us (753-1492) for liberal _good -tires
tioner, 5,000 B.T.0 . Air Conditioner and Much More,
1200 Sycamore
financing terms and mechanLc:ally
Office imiymont & Misc.
details...30's....Century 27-30mIn• On 753-1541
Victor Adding Machine, R C. Allen Cash Register,
Call 753-1492 for information en property.
21 Loretta Jobs Real- or see at 210 N. 8th.
Check-out Counter, Gos Sign winumbers, 2 Junk
tors has this new listing.
1973 Ford Thunderbird.
Refrigerators for worms and More.
All power
air
good
• Nan kook's & Tools
condition. White inside
Artificial Boit, Reels, Poles, Tackle, Nets, Life
and out. Need to sell.
Jackets, Minnow Buckets, Hooks, Hand Tools, and
Call 753-5031.
Much, Much More!!!!
1974 Buick Century
Torus:
Luxus. 1 door
auto
10% Down on real estate, balance upon deed, within
Rain or Shine- Lunch Available
matic
power steering 30 days. Cash: On Chattel Day Of Sole
Paris, Tennessee
power brakes
air
Sole Conducted By.
at the W. B. and Robbie Milsteed home on 3rd Street he Naze, Ky. See signs
cruise
77 000 miles.
Sole will be held on the form 6 milesiovtinvest of Pods. From Paris follow
Hatchett Real Estate & Auction
$1450.753 812/.
on 641 by Hazel Lumber Co. Will sell antigen, collator items end good
Highway 79 (McKenzie Highway) 6 miles Smith to Keeton. Turn West on
1976
Camero.
Sharp
Resits 3
usable furniture.
blacktop ond proceed 2 miles to first grovel rood to right. Farm is on left.
runs like new
350
Bootee, Kentucky 42025
Beautiful solid walnut bedroom suite hand made by Mr. Ruell
Tern South off Paris & Dresden Highway onto Camp Tysels Rood. Go 3.2 miles
automatic
tilt
air
noses: 502-437-4864, 502/527-0130, 502/527-1950
Clark years ago, other small walnut tables, solid cedar chiffarobe,
and
tern left. Go 2.2 miles to form. WATCH FOR SALE ARROWS(
condition
new tires.
Autism*,& Roil Immo &Moir:
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT LIQUIDATION
Call 753-7701 for more
oak round pedestal table and 6 choirs, glass door chino cabinet,
Charles K. ilitcheft• Apprentice: S. Lowry
details.
John Deere 4430 '75 Md , 2497 Hrs , Cab, Air, Heot, Quad Range - Quick Hitch
old buffet, 2 oak dressers, small oak rocker, old picture frames,
Duals. John Deere 6600 Combine, 195.-es , Hydrostat, '75 Md , Cob, Air, Heat
1976 Chevrolet _ Impala.
old book case, mantle clock, treodle sewing machine, magazine
Air
power steering and
John Deere 444, 4 Row Corn Head,'77 Md 2 yrs old, New Tvpe International
rack, fancy library table, old violin, old trunks, walnut dresser, old
Harvester 2-Ton Groin Truck, 1600 Loodstore *Grain Bed, Hoist & 2 speed John
brakes. 1977 1/2 ton
telephone, large coffee mill, nice old rope bed, old loom, wrought
pickup. Power steering
Deere 4020, '68 Md John Deere 4020, '64 Md. John Deere 7000 Planter, Insecticide Boxes, Liquid Fertilizer wiJohn Blue Pump, No Till Attochrnent John Deere
and brakes. Both
iron table, brass cap bed, iron beds, large lot of fancy old quilts,
vehicles are in good
220 Disc, Hyd Fold 20' John Deere Roller Harrow Md 950 12' W & A Do-All 4
lining, feather beds ond pillows, side saddle, very unusual
condition. I bought
Row (Like New), Modern 8' Blode, John Deere Chisel Plow Md 1600,111') Gouge
kerosene lamp, other kerosene lamps, Aladdin lamp with amber
them both new one owWheels, John Deere Chisel Plow, John Deere 12' A W Disc, Wick Bor, Gehl Silage
base, fancy floor lamp, vanity lamp, old gas lamp,5 gal. gloss jar,
ner. Call 135-1372 after
Cutter- 30" Row '• 2 Row w/Automotic Knife Sharpener Like New Pickup Attach•
5p.m.
Siloge Blower, S & N 3 Pt Sprayer, 200 Gol Stainless. 300 -GOI Wheel
many old fruit jars some dated, some of the finest old glass and
Sprayer. John Blue Sprayer Tandem- 1000 Gal.(Good) John Deere RM Cultivator,
1977 Grand Prix Si.
china, cut glass, carnival gloss, depression glass, Bavarian bowl
John Deere RG4 Cultivator, New Holland Flail Chopper, John Deere 5.18 Breaking
Moon roof
power
'
and berry set, old pitchers, Hull and Roseville pottery, goofus
Plow, Md. 1250, John Deere,5.x16 Plow Md 125 MoyrthEl" Augor, John Deere 7'
air
steering-brakes
Frost free
G.E.
TV,
Color
RCA
glass, stem pieces, figurines, stone mixing bowls, Shawnee potMower, 1000 Gal Tank & Pump, McCormick Deering Wheat Drill, Win Power
loaded
AM-FM 8-track
Refrigerator, G.E. Dishwasher, Chest
12KW Alternatopr, Lincoln Welder, Welding Tables Artswoy Grinder Misc Items
tery, 1847 Rogers silverware, china dishes, split hickory basket,
with lots of other extras.
Freezer, Heaters- and Fans, Recliners,
Too Numerous To Mention
Good condition. , Call
granny glasses, pots and pans, electric stove and refrigerator, iron
SPECIAL CONSIGNMENTS
759 1361 after 5p.m.
Hide-A-Bed Sofa, Swivel Rocker, Coffee

nye=t

FOUR PARTY
YARD SALE

FOR SALE

re

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION

12
Sat. April the 3rd 10 a.m. weather permits. /
mile west of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy. 94. This will be
one of the biggest and best auctions of the year. Furniture and appliances from a family moving from a big
house to a trailer*

AUCTION

•

Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors

Otto Chester's Auction Service
435-4128 Lynn Grove,i14.

G EClilu
IPMET
ARBMLINIC
NTI NIDATION
COMPLETE Fu

ESTATE AUCTION

Wednesday, April Ith- 10:00 A.M.-1982

Saturday, April 3rd at 9:30

A tiCTION SALE

Saturday, April 3, at 10:00
a.m. 2 miles North of Buchanan,
Tn. on Clayton Town Road, at the
late Margie Jackson place.

tea kettle, electric heaters, fans,- couch and odd chairs, TV.,
radios, old tobacco knife, wood boxes, old books, brass front
scales, hand and garden tools, flower pots. Many other items not
listed. This will be an all day sale. 1,unch available,mtietponsible for accidents. For more information and your auction needs,
call 435-4144 Lynn rove, Ky.
Sole conducted by

Dan Miller's Auction Service
Phone(502)435-4144

Rotate 1

Murray, Kentucky 42071

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Licensed and bonded in Kentucky and Tennessee
"My Sot vice Dovsn't Cost, It Pays"

1981 Pontiac Reamilk Coupe. Loaded. One Owner Local
tor. 11,1100
. 1°U)COCIreiS
Oldsmobile
Poetise
Cadillec
s 1406 W. Min
753-5315

Table, End Tables, Lamps, Maple Dining
Room Table With 6 Choirs, 3 Piece Poster
Bedroom Suite, Small Square Table,
13esser, Lamps, Mattress and Box Springs,
Cedar Chest, Antique Walnut Bed, Chif- farobe, Riding Lawn Mower, Bottles, Fruit
Jars, Dishes, Pots and Pons, Horse Collor
and Homes with Brass Knobs, Metal
Tables, 200 Bales of Hoy, kits of other'
7
items.
Sale will be-frefd-raillt or shine,

'

Shortie McBride
Auctioneer No. 247

24' Mustong Stock Trailer wielectric & Hyrdoulic brokes and rails for double
decking. PROPERTY OF THE PEOPLES BANK, DRESDEN, TN...John Blue 300
Golfon Spray Rig
LIVESTOCK AND NOG SLIPPLMS
High P4ssure Washer for barn or equipment, 750 lbs./sq. -inch. 2-Hog Feeders
60 & 40 Bu Gestation Record Keeping System 2 Formotic Grinder Mills, 5 HP
Motors W/Proportioner & Medicotor, Modem Mixer Md 60A300 No .)itoot Wolk
-s1Hydrou I c)
FOR MOM INFOIMAT1011 CONTACT
•
Mr. Pm L. Glisson, Owoor, loots 6, Pods, Tonossmo 901-642-1369 or

Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales
Moroi. E. Alommior, Amiens's% Lk. No.67
Offk. 239 University Sr.-Phase SO7,4244-Mork. TN 35231
Terry Oliver, &elm
Woadoll Alexander, &aloe
Maki: *rola! Alevantlor, Seeker
364-2759
364- 21SS
vfoglanalIcelbtakslianagnetl Mvre_l'euitle lu sell rftc A Ir mintier Ws/
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Club slates
rummage sale

...

,14,.iii,..i.10.-.•
.
-- •'_ ...-44...4

%T.••&-::

am, -•:',":• -

.

•

-

---

Horse Opportunities
and Riding for Special
Equestrians (HORSE)
will sponsor a rummage
sale Saturday and Sunday at the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee
Fairground.
Tax-dethictable donations may be dropped at
Room 200 of the Special
Education Balling at
Murray State University
or the 4-H extension office.
For more information
about the sale, call 7530959 or 753-1452.

OBITUARIES
Wilson Portis Services for Owen scheduled
Services for the Rev. S c h nc idman Road,
dies; rites
Hoyt W. Owen, retired Paducah, died WednesUnited -Methodist day at 12:10 a.m. at
to be Friday
minister, will be Friday Western Baptist Hospital.

The funeral for WilsonPortia will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Roy Gibaon will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Ford Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Mr. Portis, 74, Rt. 2,
Benton, died Wednesday
at 8:05 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital. He was
-2N
_ construction
34% -%
and
a member of
worker
3% -%
Huo ony Baptist
113% Ala
N%
Church.
4%c
Bern Sept. 1, 1907, he
33%
111%
was the son of the late
.I35s pac
James M. Portis and
.11% sac
41% 4-%
Martha Jane Smith PorIS% sac
tis.
us. 11.
7.21% -%
Survivors , include his
widow, Laura Jane Por36% 1N% *to
tis; two daughters, Lou
NAB 3114 A
Ann Travis, Rt. 6, BenIT% one
.14% rum
ton, and Judy Travis, 408
-1.14
St., Mur. ..11% +lb South Eighth
46% +4 ray; a
granddaughter,
Mrs. Kim Thomas,
....427 Nashville.

at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev. Paul
Lyles, the Rev. Earl
Johnston and the Rev.
Morton Waller will officiate.
Graveside rites will be
Friday at 3 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United
MethodiSt Church
Cemetery in Calloway
County.

Stock market
Industnal Average
Air Products
uponexe Motors
Ashrand
Amencan Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
_ hAY.
General 14hamtrs
General Motors
General Tire
Goodnch
-)ear
Gulf Oil
Heublein
I
Jerico
Kmart
Penosit
Quaker Oats
lessee
S Tobacco
Wendy s

Friends may call at
funeral home until the
funeral hour. After the
Paducah service the body
will be taken to South
Pleasant Grove Church
where friends may call
from noon to 3 p.m.
Rev. Owen, 75, 4400

Rites Friday for Lambert

-46

.

Graveside services for
Virgil Lambert will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The
Rev. James Shockley, a
cousin, will officiate.
Funeral rites were today in Lawrenceville,Ill.
Mr . La m be r t,
Lawrenceville, died
Tuesday at 11:15 a.m. in
Evansville,Ind.
Survivors include his
widow, Nelle Chunii

311%

C E.F Feed

Hog market
TedirekStatillarkie News Service April 1,
-iKentlicky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 663 Est 5.50 Barrows lk Gilts
18 lower Sows 31-1 110 lower some 2.08
lower most decline on wgts over 500 lbs.
349.3140.11
US 1-2110-1N lbs.
NIL36-4e511
USI1S6-11111116...

n2.114 50
WHIS•ttee

US 2 2111-75111bs

US 2-3 re-Mitio.
Sows

143.11144 00
$44.111142 110

US 1-2770.3101bs

US 1-3311.43111.
US 1-3 4314N Ibis
US 1-3 MAIRs

US 2-3 Nenklis
37.11$4111.111

-ta.s.0 $11
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He was the son of the late
Mr.and Mrs.Gab# Owen.
He had served as
minister J Hardin Circuit, Sedalia-Burnetts
Chapel, Lynn GroveGoshen, Decaturville,
South Pleasant Grove,
Palestine, St. Luke's,
Concord, Lebanon and
Christ United Methodist
Churches.
Survivors include his
widow, Mary Mable
()wen; a daughter, Mrs.
Pat Church, * a granddaughter. Stephanie
Church, and a grandson,
Dennis Church, St. Louis,
Mo.; a brother, Ernest
Owen, Jackson, Mich.; a
sister, Virginia Sparks,
Reidland.

Lambert, a son, James
Chunn !lambert, a
daughter-in-law, Celeste
Lambert, and a granddaughter, Melissa
Lambert.

WASHINGTON (AP)- Defense Fund of KepA U.S. interior Depart- tucky, said his clients
ment appeals board has may appeal to the federal
ruled that a controversial courts.
The tipple, operated by
Floyd County coal tipple
is situated too far from a Dinco Coal Sales, Inc., is
mine site to be covered by located near Din wood but
federal strip mine regula- is about 25 miles from the
company's nearest coal
tions.
The opinion reversed mine. Last July, an OSM
an earlier administrative. inspector cited the tipple
decision by the federal under a 1977 law requirOffice of Surface Mining. ing waivers for all surAdministrative judges face coal mining operaMelvin Mirkin and tions conducted within
Newton Frishberg said 300 feet of occupied dwellthat residentt of Dinwood ings.
An administrative law
were still free to seek
relief from state and local judge for the Interior
regulatory agencies. Department sided with
Thomas FitzGerald, a the company, saying that
lawyex fnr the A;:_ - the tipple etas notlocated
palachian Research and at or near a mine site.
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COMPUTERIZED
WHEEL BALANCING
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$550
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On Anything
During April
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Reduced
vibration
Balanced wheels
smooth your ride,
help promote long,
even treadwear.

Si

Extra Strength
100's

Just Say'Charge 19
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13" Hwy Whitewall 19.50
14" Hwy Whitewall 22.50
15" Hwy Whitewall 25.50

BRAKE SERVICE
Your Choice
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Ruin SALE ENDS
APRIL 7

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

$1295
Pits arid atetenal
ie:nen sera a reseed

From noel erre
and Cherettes estra
• Inspect all foe tires • Set
Cann caner.ael Mein 10 po
per iligneeni • Inspect weenop owe gmmg.Moe
US cars.SON owls

Low Monthly Payments

RUDOLPH TIRES
AND ALIGNMENT

99
$3

Amadmi
3AVS 3AVS 3AVS

P17570113
pies $.uu rc.no
trade needed
• Wet-weather dependability
shoulder-to-shoulder traction
• The strength and stability of steel
COM belts
• Ride-smoothing polyester cord
body
111661W1111,
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-Tylenol

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.Sat.and
1:00-6:00
undays
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PROTECT MOVING PARTS

LUBE & OIL
CHANGE & FILTER
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Baby Powder
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$4395

ENGINE TUNE-UP
mo. Warranty
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Johnson's

-1AVS

ARIRIVA RADIAL

RETREADS FULLY
WARRANTED

Baby Shampoo

Gift Boxed
Jewelry
For Easter
Baskets
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Keeps its feet
r even in the rain
CUSTOM
POLYSTEEL RADIAL
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EVERYDAY LOVI PIKE
Pies FET. SALE
Size
"U's' 75(1
P15580112
mast
1.57
47:t0
Blackwell Plus 1.39 F.E.T.
1.17
• Fuel-saving radial ply construction
1.44
iW
• ror all season year round service
1.74
Tough steel belts for long tire life
1.73
• For cars with front or rear wheel
drive
1.111

v".**Ni
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Strawberry
Shortcake

patclirb

Even its footprint tells you
its different

With SENSALITE'" Flash
• Turns flash on when you need it
• Turns flash off when you don't
• Just aim and shoot

Chlor-Trimetont
Decongestant

Road-hugging tread
• Smooth-riding polyester cord
body
• Good-years best-selling bias
ply tire

-54
2.71

GREAT VALUE!

$3661"

•

4

woos

2.14 • All season tread design for
traction in mud and snow,plus
Quiet highway ride
2-32 • Gas-saving radial construction
• Over 10.000 gripping edges
for traction

BCTRALITE 500
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New Long Acting

P16575113
Piss 1.62

Camera Outfit
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Have A Happy
Easter
Don't Miss
Those Pictures
This Year

POWER STREAK 78

$4820
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Morray's lowest Goodyear
Dealer! Joie the celebration,
Sale Prices now through April 1, 1982
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Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good piac
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's what
my visit is alf aboUt-and it's free,
A WELCOME WAGON call is eity to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over SO years. Just call me.
Wiry@ Gotland 753-3079
Neste:us
lageherg Meg (Asst.)492-8348
Nero Newilten (Asst.) 753-5570

VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

b

uu
visit in your
new home.

ONLY 6 DAYS
RUDOLPH
TIRES AND ALIGNMENT 4" °
b

Mr. Lambert was a
nephew of Euva Alexander, Eliztbeth
Holcomb, H. T. Waldrop
and Eural Andrus, and a
cousin of Mrs. William
Boyd,all of Murray.

SAVE -SAVE -SAVE -SAVE -

- 7"-• t."7".

Appeals board ruling
reverses decision

721 Si1.11216 St. 753-0595 Murray

Includes up to live
Quarts major brand
cal
Oil Fitter Included.
• Chassis lubncation and oil change
• Includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment
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1.1110D.*YE,41/1
2-30•P

3AVS
On

12.8 GMAC Financing Available

All New 1981 &

82 Passenger Cars, Light Trucks Series 11 & 17 luv Trucks And Vans

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753 2617

611 Scull

r

